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DECLARATION OF BASIC PRINCIPLES
The Grand Lodge in India on its constitution declares and accepts:
(1)

that the Grand Lodge of India is an independent sovereign
self-governing Grand Lodge having jurisdiction over all the
Lodges in India under its control and is not subject to nor
will it divide its authority with any Supreme Council or other
Masonic Power howsoever styled;

(2)

that it will continue to practice Antient, Free and Accepted
Masonry consisting of three degrees of the Entered
Apprentice, the Fellow Craft and the Master Mason as it
has been practised in India for more than two centuries;

(3)

that it will continue strictly to observe the Antient
Landmarks, customs and usages of the Craft and will
enjoin its members cheerfully to submit to the Antient
Charges and Regulations as good Masons have done in
all ages;

(4)

that a belief in the G.A.O.TU. will be that first and essential
condition of admission into , and membership of, its
Lodges;

(5)

that the three Great Lights of Freemasonry, the Volume of
the Sacred Law, the Square and the Compasses, will
always be exhibited when the Grand Lodge or Regional
Grand Lodges or Daughter Lodges are at labour and that
every candidate will be required to take his Obligation on
or in full view of the Volume which is binding on his
conscience;

(6)

that membership of the Order will be composed exclusively
of men and that it will have no Masonic intercourse of any
kind with mixed Lodges or Bodies which adm it women to
membership;

(7)

that its members will be strictly forbidden to countenance
any act which may have a tendency to subvert the peace
xiii

and good order of society, and charged to pay due
obedience to the laws of any state in which they may reside
or which may afford them protection, and never to be
remiss in the allegiance they owe to those in lawful
authority in their Motherland;
(8)

that whilst it will inculcate in each of its members the duties
of loyalty and citizenship , it will always reserve to the
individual the right to hold his own opinion with regard to
public affairs. But neither in any Lodge nor at any time in
his capacity as a Freemason will he be permitted to discuss
or advance his views on religious or political questions;

(9)

that it will always refuse to express any opinion on
questions of foreign or state policy and will not allow its
name to be associated with any action , however
humanitarian, which infringes the policy of standing aloof
from every question affecting the relations between one
government and another or between political parties or
questions as to rival theories of government.

(10)

Finally, that it will always refuse to have relations with any
Bodies styling themselves Freemasons which do not
adhere to these principles, and it will not participate in
conferences of so called International Associations
claiming to represent Freemasonry which admit such
Bodies to its membership.
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THE CHARGES OF FREEMASON

EXTRACTED FROM THE ANCIENT RECORDS OF LODGES
in England, Ireland and Scotland and elsewhere

I. Concerning GOD and RELIGION
A MASON is obliged , by his tenure, to obey the moral law, and if
he rightly understands that art he will never be a stupid atheist nor
an irreligious libertine. He, of all men , should best understand
that God Seeth not as man seeth : for man looketh at the outward
appearance, but God looketh to the heart. A Mason is, therefore,
particularly bound never to act against the dictates of his
conscience. Let a Man's religion or mode of worship be what it
may, he is not excluded from the order, provided he believes in
the glorious architect of heaven and earth , and practices the sacred
duties of morality. Masons unite with the virtuous of every
persuasion in the firm and pleasing bond of fraternal love; they
are taught to view the errors of mankind with compassion, and to
strive by the purity of their own conduct to demonstrate the superior
excellence of the faith they may profess. Thus masonry is the
centre of union between good men and true, and the happy means
of conciliating friendship amongst those who must otherwise have
remained at a perpetual distance.

II - Of the CIVIL MAGISTRATE - SUPREME
and SUBORDINATE

A MASON is a peaceable subject to the civil powers wherever he
resides or works , and is never, to be concerned in plots and
conspiracies against the peace and welfare of the nation, nor to
behave himself unduitifully to inferior magistrates. He is cheerfully
to conform to every lawful authority; to uphold, on every occasion,
the interest of the community, and zealously promote the prosperity
of his own country. Masonry has everywhere flourished in time of
peace and been always injured by war, bloodshed , and confusion;
so that kings and princes, in every age, have been much disposed
to encourage the craftsmen on account of their peaceableness
and loyalty whereby they practically answer the cavils of their
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adversaries and promote the honour of the fraternity. Craftsmen
are bound by peculiarities to promise peace.cultivate harmony,
and live In concord and brotherly love.
Ill-of LODGES

A LODGE is a place where free-masons assemble to work and to
instruct and improve themselves in the mysteries of the antient
science. In an extended sense it applies to persons as well as to
place; hence every regular assembly or duly organised meeting
of masons is called a Lodge. Every brother ought to belong to
some Lodge and be subject to its byelaws and the general
regulations of the craft. A Lodge may be either general or particular
will be best understood by attending , and there alone a knowledge
of the established usages and customs of the craft is to be
acquired. From antient times no Master or fellow could be absent
from his Lodge especially when warned to appear at it, without
incurring a severe censure , unless it appeared to the Master and
Wardens that pure necessity hindered him .
The persons made masons or admitted members of a Lodge must
be good and true men, free-born , and of mature and discreet age
and sound judgement, no bound-men , no women , no immoral or
scandalous men, but of good report.
IV. of MASTERS, WARDENS, FELLOWS and
APPRENTICES

All preferment among masons is grounded upon real worth and
personal merit only; that so the lords may be well served , the
brethren not put to shame, nor the royal craft despised; therefore
no Master or Warden is chosen by seniority, but by merit. It is
impossible to describe these things in writing and therefore every
- brother must attend in his place, and learn them in a way peculiar
to this fratern ity. Candidates may, nevertheless, know that no
Master should take an apprentice unless he has sufficient
employment for him; and unless he be a perfect youth , having no
maim or defect in his body that may render him incapable of
learning the art, of serving his Master's lord, and of being made a
brother, and then a Fellowcraft in due time , after he has served
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such a term of years as the custom of the country directs; and that
he should be descended of honest parents; that so, when otherwise
qualified , he may arrive to the honour of being the Warden and
Master of the Lodge, the Grand Warden , and at length the Grand
Master of all Lodges, according to his merit.
No brother can be a Warden until he has passed the part of a
Fellow-craft, nor a Master until he has acted as a Warden , nor
Grand Warden until he has been Master of Lodge , nor Grand
Master unless he has been a Fellow-craft before his election, who
is also to be nobly born, or a gentleman of the best fashion, or
some eminent scholar or some curious architect, or other artist
descended of honest parents , and who is of singularly great merit
in the opinion of the Lodges. And for the better, and easier, and
more honourable discharge of his office, the Grand Master has
the power to choose his own Deputy Grand Master, who must
then be, or have formerly been the Master of a particular Lodge,
and who has the privilege of acting wherever the Grand Master,
his principal , should act, unless the said principal be present, or
interpose his authority by letter.
These rulers and governors, supreme and subordinated , of the
antient Lodge, are to be obeyed in their respective stations by all
the brethren according to the old charges and regulations, with all
humility reverence, love, and alacrity.
N.B. In antient times no brother, however skilled in the craft, was
called a Master Mason until he had been elected into the chair of
a Lodge.
V - of the MANAGEMENT of the CRAFT in WORKING

All masons shall work honestly on working days, that they may
live creditably on holy days; and the time appointed by the law of
the land or confirmed by custom, shall be observed .
The most expert of the fellow craftsman shall be chosen or
appointed the Master or Overseer of the lord's work who Is to be
called Master by those that work under him. The Craftsmen are to
avoid all ill language, and to call each other by no disobliging
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name, but brother or fellow; and to behave themselves courteously
within and without the Lodge.
The Master, knowing himself to be able of cunning, shall undertake
the lord's work as reasonable as possible, and, truly dispend his
goods as if they were his own ; not to give more wages to any
brother or apprentice than he really may deserve.
Both the Master and the masons, receiving their wages justly,
shall be faithful to the lord, and honestly finish their work, whether
task or journey; nor put the work to task that hath been accustomed
to journey.
None shall discover envy at the prosperity of a brother, nor supplant
him, nor put him out of his work, if he be capable to finish the
same; for no man can finish another's work so much to the lord's
profit, unless he be thoroughly acquainted with the designs and
drafts of him that began it.
When a fellow-craftsman is chosen Warden of the work under the
Master, he shall be true both to Master and fellows , shall carefully
oversee the work in the Master's absence, to the lord's profit; and
brethren shall obey him.
All masons employed shall weekly receive their wages without
murmuring or mutiny and not desert the Master till the work be
finished.
A young brother shall be instructed in working, to prevent spoiling
the materials for want of judgement and for increasing and
continuing of brotherly love.
All the tools used in working shall be approved by the Grand Lodge.
No labourer shall be employed in the proper work of masonry; nor
shall freemasons with those that are not free, without an urgent
necessity; nor shall they teach labourers and unacceptable masons
as they should teach a brother or fellow.
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VI - of BEHAVIOUR
1-IN THE LODGE WHILE CONSTITUTED

You are not be hold private committees , or separate conversation ,
without leave from the Master; nor to talk of anything impertinently
or unseemly, nor interrupt the Master or Wardens, or any brother
speaking to the Master; nor behave yourself ludicrously or jestingly
while the Lodge is engaged in what is serious and solemn ; nor
use any unbecoming language upon any pretence, whatsoever,
but to pay due reverence to your Master, Wardens, and , Fellows,
and put them to worship.
If any complaint be brought, the brother found guilty shall stand to
the award and determ ination of the Lodge, who are the proper
and competent judges for of all such controversies (unless you
carry them by appeal to the Grand Lodge), ,and to whom they
ought to be referred unless the lord's work be hindered in the
meanwhile, in which case a particular reference may be made,
but you must never go to law about that concerneth masonry,
without any absolute necessity apparent to the Lodge.
2. BEHAVIOUR AFTER THE LODGE IS OVER,
ANDTHEBRETHRENNOTGONE

You may enjoy yourselves with innocent mirth, treating one another
according to ability, but avoiding all excess, or forcing any brother
to eat or drink beyond his inclination, or, hindering him from going
when his occasions call him , or, doing or saying anything offensive,
or that may forbid an easy and free conversation ; for that would
blast our harmony, and defeat our laudable purpose. Therefore
no private piques or quarrels must be brought within the door of
the Lodge , far less any quarrels about religion , or nations, or state
policy, we being only, as, masons, of the universal religion above
mentioned ; we are also of all nations, tongues, kindreds , and
languages, and are resolved against all politics , as what never
yet conducted to the welfare of the Lodge nor ever will.
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3. BEHAVIOUR WHEN BRETHREN MEET WITHOUT
STRANGERS BUT NOT IN A LODGE FORMED

You are to salute one another in a courteous manner, as you will
be instructed , calling each other brother, freely giving mutual
instructions, as shall be thought expedient, without being overseen
or overhead , and w ithout encroaching upon each other, or
derogating from that respect which is due to any brother, were he
not a mason for though all masons are, as brethren , upon the
same level, yet masonry takes no honour from a man that he had
before; nay; rather it adds to his honour, especially if he has
deserved well of the brotherhood , who, must give honour to whom
it is due, and avoid ill manners.
4. BEHAVIOUR in PRESENCE of STRANGERS
NOT MASONS

You shall be cautious is your word and carriage, that the most
penetrating stranger shall not be able to discover or find out what
is not proper to be intimated; and sometimes you shall divert a
discourse, and manage it prudently for the honour of the worshipful
fraternity.
5. BEHAVIOUR AT HOME and IN YOUR
NEIGHBOURHOOD

You are to act as becomes a moral and wise man; particularly not
to let your family, friends , and neighbours known the concerns of
the Lodge & c; but wisely to consult your own honour and that of
your antient brotherhood , for reason not to be mentioned here.
You must also consult your health but not continuing together too
late or too long from home after Lodge hours are past; and by
avoiding of gluttony or drunkenness, that your families be not
neglected to injured , nor you disabled from working .
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6. BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS A STRANGER BROTHER
Your are cautiously to examine him in such a method as prudence
shall direct you that may not be imposed upon by an ignorant,
false pretender, whom you are to reject with contempt and derision,
and beware of giving him any hints of knowledge.
But if discover him to be true and genuine brother, you are to
respect him accordingly; and if he is in want you must relieve him
if you can, or else direct him how he may be delivered. You must
employ him some days, or else recommended him to be employed .
But you are not charged to do beyond your ability; only to prefer a
poor brother that is a good man and true before any other poor
people in the same circumstances.
Finally - All these charges you are to observe and also those that
shall be communicated to you in another way, cultivating brotherly
love, the foundation and cope-stone, the cement and glory, of this
antient fraternity, avoiding all wrangling, and quarrelling, all slander
and backbiting, nor permitting, others to slander any honest brother
but defending his character and doing him all good offices, as far
as is consistent with your honour and safety and no further. And if
any of them do you injury, you must apply to your own or his Lodge;
· and from hence you may appeal to the Grand Lodge at a
communication, as has been the antient laudable conduct of our
forefathers in every nation; never taking a legal course but when
the case cannot be otherwise decided, and patiently listening to
the honest and friendly advice of Master and fellows, when they
would prevent your going to law with strangers or would excite
you to put a speedy period to all law - suits, so, that you may find
the affair of masonry with the more alacrity and success, but with
respect to brothers or fellows at law the Master and brethren should
kindly offer their mediation, which ought to be thankfully submitted
to by the contending brethren; and if that submission is
impracticable, they must however, carry on their process, or lawsuit, without wrath and rancour (not in the common way), saying
or doing nothing which may hinder brotherly love and good offices
to be renewed and continued, that all may see the benign influence
of masonry, as all true masons have done from the beginning of
the world, and will do to the end of time.
Amen; so mote it be.
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THE ANTIENT CHARGES AND REGULATIONS
(To be read to the Master Elect prior to his
Installation into the Chair of the Lodge)
1.

You agree to be a good man and true, and strictly to obey
the moral laws.

2.

You agree to be a peaceable subject, and cheerfully to
conform to the laws of the country in which you reside.

3.

You promise not to be concerned in plots or conspiracies
against the Government, but patiently to submit to the
decisions of the Supreme Legislature.

4.

You agree to pay a proper respect to the Civil Magistrate, to,
work diligently, live creditably, and act honourably towards
all men.

5.

You agree to hold in veneration the original Rulers and
Patrons of the Order of Freemasonry, and their regular
successors , supreme and subordinate, according to their
stations and to submit to the awards and resolutions of your
Brethren in general Lodge assembled, in, every case
consistent with the constitutions of the Order.

6.

You agree to avoid private piques and quarrels, and to guard
against intemperance and excess.

7.

You agree to be cautious in your carriage and behaviour,
courteous to your Brethren, and faithful to your Lodge.

8.

You promise to respect genuine and true Brethren, and to
discountenance impostors and all dissenters from the
original Plan of Freemasonry.

9.

You agree to promote the general good of society, to cultivate
the social virtues, and to propagate the knowledge of the art
of Freemasonry as far as your influence and ability can
extend .
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10.

You promise to pay homage to the Grand Master for the
time being , and to his Officers when duly installed, and strictly
to conform to every Edict of the Grand Lodge.

11.

You admit that it is not in the power of any man, or body of
men, to make alterations of or innovation in the Body of
Masonry.

12.

You promise, a regular attendance on the Communications
and Committees of the Grand Lodge, upon receiving proper
notice thereof, and to pay attention to all the duties of
Freemasonry upon proper and convenient occasions.

13.

You admit that no new Lodge can be formed without
permission of the Grand Master or his Deputy, and that no
countenance ought to be given to any irregular Lodge, or to
any person initiated therein; and that no public procession
of Masons clothed with the Badges of the Order can take
place without the special Licence of the Grand Master or
his Deputy.

14.

You admit that no person can regularly be made a
Freemason or admitted a member of any Lodge without
previous notice and due inquiry into his character; and that
no Brother can be advanced to a higher Degree except in
strict conformity with the laws of the Grand Lodge.

15.

You promise that no Visitor shall be received into your Lodge
without due examination, and producing proper vouchers of
his having been initiated in a regular Lodge.

xxiii

GENERAL LAWS and REGULATIONS
for the GOVERNMENT OF THE CRAFT
PRELIMINARY

1.
The marginal headings are for the
convenience for reference only; and are not to affect
the construction of these Laws and Regulations nor
to form any part thereof.

Marginal heading

THE GRAND LODGE

..

2.
The interest of the Fraternity are managed
by a general representation of all daughter Lodges
on the Register and the Grand Officers, present
and past, with the Grand Master at their head. This
collective body is styled THE GRAND LODGE OF
ANTI ENT FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF
INDIA and is hereinafter referred to as "The Grand
Lodge."

The Grand Lodge

3.
Every Brother who shall, in accordance with
the laws and procedure of Masonry, preside or act
in the Grand Lodge, or in any Regional Grand Lodge
or in any daughter Lodge , or in any Board of
Committee for, or in the place of any Officer or
Brother who may be absent, shall, while so
presiding or acting , have all the rights, powers and
duties of the Officer or Brother whose substitute
he shall be or in whose place he shall act; he shall
enforce all rules and regulations and his acts shall
have the same validity in all respects as those of
such Officer or Brother, unless the contrary is
expressly provided for in these laws and
regulations.

General powers of all
substituted authorities

4.
The Grand Lodge possesses the supreme
superintending authority and alone has the inherent
power of enacting laws and regulations for the
· government of the Craft and of altering, repealing
and abrogating them, always taking care that the
Antient Landmarks of the Order be preserved.
The Grand Lodge has also the power of
investigation, regulating, and deciding all matters
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Powers of the Grand
Lodge

relating to the Craft or to particular Lodges, or to
individual Brothers, which powers it may exercise
either of itself or by such delegated authority as in
its wisdom and discretion it may appoint; but the
Grand Lodge alone has the power of erasing
daughter Lodges and expelling Brethren from the
Craft, a power which it does not delegate to any
subordinate authority.
Rank and
Precedence of
Members

5.
The members of the Grand Lodge rank in
the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

The Grand Master
Past Grand Masters
Deputy Grand Master
Past Deputy Grand Masters
Assistant Grand Master
Past Assistant Grand Masters
Regional Grand Masters
Past Regional Grand Masters
Senior Grand Warden
Past Senior Grand Wardens
Junior Grand Warden
Past Junior Grand Wardens
Grand Chaplain
Past Grand Chaplains
Grand Treasurer
Past Grand Treasurers
Grand Registrar
Past Grand Registrars
Deputy Grand Registrar
Past Deputy Grand Registrars
President of the Board of General Purposes
Past Presidents of the Board of General
Purposes
Grand Secretary
Past Grand Secretaries
Grand Director of Ceremonies
Past Grand Directors of Ceremonies
Senior Grand Deacon
Past Senior Grand Deacons
Junior Grand Deacon
Past Junior Grand Deacons
2
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31 .
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41 .
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62 .
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Grand Bearers of V.S .L.
Past Grand Bearers of V.S.L.
Grand Sword Bearer
Past Grand Sword Bearers
Deputy Grand Director of Ceremonies
Past Deputy Grand Directors of Ceremonies
Deputy Grand Sword Bearer
Past Deputy Grand Sword Bearers
Grand Superintendent of Works
Past Grand Superintendents of Works
Assistant Grand Secretary
Past Assistant Grand Secretaries
Assistant Grand Directors of Ceremonies
Past Assistant Grand Directors of
Ceremonies
Assistant Grand Sword Bearer
Past Assistant Grand Sword Bearers
Grand Standard Bearers
Past Grand Standard Bearers
Assistant Grand Standard Bearers
Past Assistant Grand Standard Bearers
Grand Organist
Past Grand Organists
Grand Marshal
Past Grand Marshals
Grand Inner Guard
Past Grand Inner Guards
Assistant Grand Inner Guard
Past Assistant Grand Inner Guards
President of Grand Stewards
Past Presidents of Grand Stewards
Vice-Presidents of Grand Stewards
Past Vice-Presidents of Grand Stewards
Grand Stewards
Past Grand Stewards
Grand Tyler
Past Grand Tylers
The Masters, Past Masters qualified under
Rule 9 and Wardens of every daughter
Lodge. Two, or more members of the Grand
Lodge holding or having held identical rank
therein shall, as between themselves rank
3

according to the order in which they were
appointed to such rank.
6.
The prefixes to be accorded to and used by
Brethren are as follows
(i) Titles, Prefixes and
Abbreviations

MOST WORSHIPFUL (M.W.)

Grand Master and Past Grand Masters
RIGHT WORSHIPFUL (R.W.)

Present and Past Deputy Grand Masters, Assistant
Grand Masters, Regional Grand Masters, and
Grand Wardens.
VERY WORSHIPFUL (V.W.)

Present and Past Grand Chaplains, Grand
Treasurer, Grand and Deputy Grand Registrars,
Presidents of the Board of General Purposes,
Grand Secretaries and Grand Director of
Ceremonies.
WORSHIPFUL (W.)

Other Grand Officers, present and past, and
Masters of Lodges, present and past.
All other Brethren shall have the style of "Brother"
only.
(ii) Regalia of Grand
Offices

6A.
All Grand Officers shall when required to
attend a meeting as Grand Officers wear the
Regalia of their highest office. Provided, however,
that all active officers, while discharging the duties
of their Active Offices or attending the Grand Lodge
Meetings shall wear the regalia of their Active
Office.'

(iii) Saluation

6B.

Appointment of
honorary member

7.
Brethren of eminence and ability who are
members of a recognised Grand Lodge and who
are Past Masters and have rendered service to
Freemasonry may, be appointed by the Grand

The salutes, when given shall be once only.
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Master, with the approval of the Board of General
Purposes, honorary members of the Grand Lodge,
with such Ranks and distinction as may be
considered proper.
8.
The Grand Master may, by Warrant, appoint
any Brother to represent him in a recognised Grand
Lodge.
9.

A Past Master is

Representatives

Past Masters

a) A brother who has been regularly elected
and installed as a Master of a daughter Lodge under
the Grand Lodge and who has filled that office for
one full year in accordance with Rule 87.
b) A brother regularly elected and installed
as a Master of a Lodge under a duly recognized
Grand Lodges on or before 6th January, 1990 and
who has filled that office for a full year calculated in
the manner mentioned in Rule 87.
9A.
A brother shall cease to be a member of a
Grand Lodge, if for twelve months he has ceased
to be a member of any daughter Lodge and cannot
regain the right of membership of the Grand Lodge
as a Past Master, until he has again become a
subscribing member of a daughter Lodge.

10.
A visiting Brother can only attend the Grand
Lodge by permission of the Grand Master, and if
admitted he shall not speak on any question without
leave of the Grand Master; nor shall on any
occasion , be permitted to vote.

Visitors to the Grand
Lodge

11.
The Grand Lodge shall hold a
communication, each year on the last Saturday in
November, except, where the Grand Master directs
otherwise, with the consent of the Board of General
Purposes. This Communication shall be known as
the Grand Festival and shall be held normally by
rotation in each Region in the following order:
namely, North, East, West and South.

Regular Meetings

12.

Deleted

Deleted.
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Half yearly Meetings

13.
The Grand Master, or failing him the Deputy
Grand Master, or failing him the Assistant Grand
Master, shall summon Half Yearly Meeting of the
Grand Lodge every year. It will be held either in
July or with Half Yearly Meeting of any one Region.

Especial Meetings

The Grand Master, or failing him the Deputy Grand
Master, or failing him the Assistant Grand Master,
may summon Especial Grand Lodges, whenever
the good of the Craft shall in their opinion, require
it.

Election and
Installation of Grand
Master

14.
The election of the Grand Masters shall vest
in an Electoral College which shall consist of Most
Worshipful the Grand Master, Past Grand Masters,
the Deputy Grand Master, the Assistant Grand
Master, the Senior and Junior Grand Wardens, the
President of the Board of General Purposes,
Regional Grand Masters, the Immediate Past
Regional Grand Masters, Deputy Regional Grand
Masters, the President of the Board of General
Purposes of the Regional Grand Lodges and
Sixteen elected and nominated members of the
Board. An elected member shall be a member of
the Electoral College from the date of his
announcement under Rule 165. The Electoral
College shall consider the choice of a Grand Master
towards the close of the second year of the term of
office of the existing incumbent and announce its
decisions at the immediately succeeding Grand
Festival to be held in accordance with Rule 11. The
election of the Grand Master by the Electoral
College shall be by secret Ballot.
Except in the case of vacancy as expressly provided
herein , the Grand Master so elected and
announced shall be installed at the following Grand
Lodge communication held in accordance with
Rule 11.
Most Worshipful the Grand Master shall be the
President of the Electoral College and the Grand
Secretary shall be its convenor.
6

The term of office of the Grand Master shall be
three years commencing from the date of his
installation till the installation of his successor at
the third Communication of the Grand Lodge to be
held thereafter in accordance with Rule 11.
Provided, however, if by reason of vacancy in the
office of the Grand Master, a Grand Master is
installed prior to the Communication of the Grand
Lodge to be held in accordance with Rule 11, the
period of three years will commence from the 1st
Communication immediately following such
installation till the installation of his successor at
the third Communication of the Grand Lodge held
thereafter. No Grand Master shall be eligible for
re-election. Should the Grand Master die, or resign ,
the Deputy Grand Master, or failing him , the
Assistant Grand Master or failing him , the Regional
Grand Master in order of seniority shall, as soon
as may be practicable and in any case not later
than 45 days from the date of event in question ,
summon the Electoral College for the purpose of
electing a new Grand Master who shall be installed
at a convenient date thereafter. From the day of
election , the Grand Master Elect shall exercise the
powers and prerogatives of the office. Provided,
however, if the Electoral College has already
elected a Grand Master prior to the death or
resignation of a Grand Master in office a fresh
Electoral College shall not be summoned and the
Grand Master elect shall be installed at a
convenient date thereafter. The Grand Master Elect
shall exercise the powers and prerogatives of the
office from the date from which the Grand Master's
office is vacant.
During the vacancy in the Grand Mastership, the
Deputy Grand Master shall act as Grand Master
until a new Grand Master is elected . If there be no
Deputy Grand Master, the Assistant Grand Master
shall act. If there is no Assistant Grand Master, a
Regional Grand Master in order of seniority shall
act.
7

Vaccancy in the Office
of Grand Master

Abuse of Power by
Grand Master

15.
If the Grand Master should abuse his power
and render himself unworthy of the. obedience of
the Lodges, he shall be subjected to some new
regulation to be dictated by the occasion; because,
hitherto, the Antient Fraternity have had no reason
to provide for an event, which they have presumed
would never happen.

Communication to
the Grand Master

16.
No communication on any Masonic matter
shall be made to the Grand Master, except through
the Grand Secretary.

Appointment of
Grand Officers

17.
The Grand Officers hereinafter mentioned
shall be appointed annually by the Grand Master,
and whenever practicable the Officers so appointed
shall be installed or invested in antient form at the
Grand Festival Communication of the Grand Lodge.
Deputy Grand Master
Assistant Grand Master
Senior Grand Warden
Junior Grand Warden
Grand Chaplain
Grand Treasurer
Grand Registrar
Deputy Grand Registrar
President of the Board of General Purposes
Grand Director of Ceremonies
Senior Grand Deacon
Junior Grand Deacon
One or more Grand Bearers of V.S.L.
Grand Sword Bearer
Deputy Grand Director of Ceremonies
Deputy Grand Sword Bearer
Grand Superintendent of Works
Assistant Grand Secretary
Three Assistant Grand Directors of Ceremonies
Assistant Grand Sword Bearers
Two Grand Standard Bearers
Two Assistant Grand Standard Bearers
Grand Organist
Grand Marshal
Grand Inner Guard
8

Assistant Grand Inner Guard
President of Grand Stewards
Vice-President of Grand Stewards
Eight Grand Stewards
Casual vacancies among the Grand Officers may
be filled by the Grand Master.
18.
The Grand Master is empowered to appoint
officers of the Grand Lodge and confer ranks of
Past Grand Officers, except the rank of Past Grand
Master, on any Past Master of ability, who is a
member of the Grand Lodge, as specified under
Rule 5.

Appointment to Past
Rank

18A. The Grand Master is also empowered to
confer on Brethren, who have rendered special
service to the Craft, a distinction to be known as
the Grand Master's Order of Service to Masonry.

Order of Service to
Masony

19.
The Grand Secretary, who shall be a whole
time officer of the Grand Lodge, shall be appointed
by the Grand Master from out of a panel of three
names submitted to him by the Board of General
Purposes. The Grand Secretary shall initially be
appointed for a period not exceeding five years
which term may thereafter be extended for a period
of not more than two years at a time.

Appointment of Grand
Secretary

The service of the Grand Secretary may be
terminated at any time, by the Grand Master, by
giving him three months' notice in writing, or three
month's salary in lieu thereof. Similarly, if the Grand
Secretary wishes to resign, he shall give three
months' notice in writing or pay an amount
equivalent to three month's salary in lieu thereof,
or such shorter notice, or lesser payment, as may
be decided by the Grand Master, in his sole
discretion.
·
20.
The Grand Tyler shall be a Past Master. He
shall be appointed by the Grand Master as a
vacancy occurs and shall continue in office during
the pleasure of the Grand Master.
9

Appointment of Grand
Tyler

Removal of Grand
Officers

21 .
Should the Grand Master be dissatisfied
with the conduct of any of his Grand Officers, who
are annually appointed , he may displace such
Grand Officer and deprive him of his rank and
privileges. The Grand Master has power in a like
case to deprive a Past Grand Officer of his rank
and privileges. No such action , however, shall in
either case be taken by the Grand Master, without
the approval of the Board of Genera! Purposes.

No brother to hold
more than one office

22.
No brother shall hold more than one office
in the Grand Lodge at one and the same time, but
this provision is not to prevent the holder of the
office of Regional Grand Master, from holding one
other office in addition thereto.

Deputy Grand Master

23.
The Deputy Grand Master, in the absence
of the Grand Master, shall possess all powers and
privileges of the Grand Master.

Assistant Grand
Master

24.
The Assistant Grand Master, in the absence
of the Grand Master and the Deputy Grand Master,
shall possess all the powers and privileges of the
Grand Master.

Grand Wardens in
Grand Lodge

25.
When the Grand Wardens are in the Grand
Lodge, no other can supply their places, but if a
Grand Warden be absent, the Grand Master, or
the other Presiding Officer, may direct any Grand
officer, or other member of the Grand Lodge, to
act as Grand Warden for that occasion.

Grand Chaplain

26.
The Grand Chaplain shall attend the regular
Communication and other meetings of the Grand
Lodge, and there offer up solemn prayer, suitable
to the occasion, as established by the usage of the
Fraternity.

Duties of Grand
Registrar

27.
The Grand Registrar is the adviser of the
Grand Lodge. He shall have the custody of the seals
of the Grand Lodge, and shall affix, or may
authorize the Grand Secretary to affix the same to
all patents, warrants, certificates, and other
documents issued by the authority of the Grand
10

Lodge, as well as to such as the Grand Master, in
conformity with the established laws and
regulations of the Craft, may direct.
28.
The Grand Secretary shall issue
summonses for all meetings of the Grand Lodge,
its Boards and Committees and attend and take
minutes of their proceedings, receive the returns
of the several Lodges and enter them in the books
of the .Grand Lodge, receive the fees and
contributions payable by Lodges or Brethren and
pay or cause the same to be paid to the appropriate
banking accounts. He shall transmit to the proper
quarters the reports of the proceedings of the
regular Communication; and all other documents
which may be ordered to be transmitted, and lay
them before the proper authority. He shall attend
the Grand Master, and take to him any books and
papers he may direct, and generally do all such
things as heretofore have been done or ought to
be done by a Grand Secretary. He shall have charge
of the Regalia, clothing, insignia and jewels
belonging to the Grand Lodge.

Duties of Grand
Secretary

29.
The Grand Director of Ceremonies shall
have the arrangement and direction of all
processions and ceremonies of the Grand Lodge.

Grand Director of
Ceremonies

30.
The Grand Superintendent of Works shall
advise the Board of General purposes, when
required, on any matter in connection with the
building and works. He shall furnish reports on the
state of the properties of the Grand Lodge when
required.

Grand Superintendent
of Works

31.

Deleted.

32.
Business to be brought under the
consideration of the Grand Lodge, at the Regular
Communication shall be communicated to the
Grand Secretary in writing, not less than eight
weeks before the regular meeting of the Board of
General Purposes, immediately preceding such
Regular Communication.
11

Deleted

Business to be
communicated to the
Grand Secretary

This rule shall not apply to any business which the
Board of General Purposes shall authorise to be
placed on the paper of business of any Regular
Communication, or other meeting of the Grand
Lodge.
Notice of Motion

33
(a) Any member of the Grand Lodge
desiring to make a Notice of Motion therein, or to
submit any matter for its consideration at any
regular communication, shall give notice in writing
to the Grand Secretary of the terms of such
intended Motion, or the precise nature of such
matter, not less than four week before the 30th day
of June preceding the meeting of the Board of
General Purposes, immediately preceding such
regular communication.
(b) Any Notice of Motion which proposes
to make any addition to or alteration or amendment
of these general laws and regulations, or to alter or
effect the general practice of the Craft, shall be
delivered to the Grand Secretary in writing not less
than four weeks before the 30th day of June
preceding the regular meeting of the Board of
General Purposes prior to the regular
communication of the Grand Lodge.

Notice of Motion for
amendments of the
Book of Constitutions,
consideration and
confirmation

34
(a) On receipt of such notice under
regulation 33 above the Grand Secretary shall
inform the President of the Board of receipt of such
notice, who shall place the said notice along with
the proposed Notice of Motion before the Board of
General Purposes at its meeting prior to the regular
communication of the Grand Lodge.
(b) In the event of the President being of
the considered view that any such Notice of Motion
may be considered by the Board as scandalous,
irregular or not within the cognizance of the Grand
Lodge, he shall cause notice to be given to the
proposer of the Notice of Motion requiring him to
attend the meeting of the Board of General
Purposes, at which the notice given by him is to be
12

considered, to show cause why the Board should
not give directions to the Grand Secretary to omit
the said Notice of Motion from the paper of business
of the regular communication of the Grand Lodge.
35
(a) Any Notice of Motion, which may be
placed on the paper of business of the Grand Lodge
consequent upon receipt of the notice referred to
in Regulation 33 above and approved by the Board
of General Purposes as per Regulation 34(b) above
will be voted upon at the regular communication of
the Grand Lodge . If at the said regular
communication a resolution is passed in favour of
such Motion, with or without any amendment, the
same shall be deemed to have been duly passed.
(i) In case of any resolution in relation to
the Notice of Motion desiring to submit any matter
for consideration of the Grand Lodge the Motion
shall be deemed to have been passed if a simple
majority of member of the Grand Lodge entitled to
vote and present at the meeting vote in favor. Such
resolution shall come into force with immediate
effect, as soon as the motion in favor thereof is
passed ;
(ii) In case of any resolution to make any
addition to or alteration or amendment of these
general laws and regulations, with or without
amendment, shall be deemed to have been passed
only if two-third of the members of the Grand Lodge
entitled to vote and present at the meeting vote in
its favor. Such resolution shall come into force with
immediate effect, as soon the motion in favor
thereof is passed;
(iii) In case of any resolution purporting to
amend or alter the basic principles declared by
Grand Lodge or rules 2 to 4 or the sovereignty,
integrity of the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of
India, the motion shall be deemed to have been
duly passed, only if two-third members of the Grand
Lodge entitled to vote and present at the said
13

Board of General
Purposes may reject
notices of motion

communication, vote in its favor, but it shall be valid
and become operative only if it is confirmed at the
next ensuing regular communication of the Grand
Lodge by two-third of the members of the Grand
Lodge entitled to vote and present at such
communication . The decision of the Board of
General purposes as to whether the matter covered
by the notice of motion concerns the sovereignty
or the jurisdiction of the Grand Lode shall be final
and will not be called into question in any form
whatsoever.
Urgent Business

36.
The Grand Master, or Officer presiding at
the Grand Lodge, may allow to be introduced, or
discussed, at any Regular Communication of the
Grand Lodge, without notice, any business, or
motion, which he may consider to be urgent.

Exception

37.
Nothing in the foregoing Rules shall require
notice to be given , of any motion to adaptor
otherwise deal with any report, or recommendation,
not coming within the provision of Rule 34, of any
Board or Committee of the Grand Lodge.

Matter already
decided

38.
No motion to amend a Rule, the Substance
of which the Grand Lodge has already considered
and decided upon, shall again be brought forward,
or otherwise discussed, save at the instance of the
Grand Master, until the third Annual
Communication, succeeding the communication in
which it was considered.

Business Papers

•
To whom Business
papers and reports to
be transmitted

39.
A paper of the business to be transacted in
the Grand Lodge, at each Regular Communication,
shall be prepared by the Grand Secretary, and
submitted to the Board of General Purposes, for
its approval.
40.
A copy of the paper of business so
approved, together with a printed report of the
proceedings at the immediately preceding Regular
Communication, and at any intervening meeting of
the Grand Lodge, shall be forwarded to all Regional
Grand Masters, Grand Officers, present and past,
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Deputy and Assistant Regional Grand Masters,
Regional Grand Secretaries, and the members of
the Board of General Purposes, at least fifteen days
before the Regular Communication . At the same
time two copies of the paper of business and printed
report or reports, shall be sent to the Secretary of
each daughter Lodge, at his address as given on
the annual list of members returned in accordance
with Rule 127. On receipt of these copies the
Secretary shall immediately forward one of them
to the Master of the Lodge, for the better informing
by him of the members of his Lodge. Copies of the
paper of business shall be provided for the
members of the Grand Lodge attending the
Meeting.
Any subscribing Master Mason of a daughter Lodge
under the Grand Lodge, may have such papers of
business, notices and reports forwarded to him by
post on registering his address with the Grand
Secretary and paying such fee, as from time to time,
shall be fixed by the Board of General Purposes.

Brethren entitled to
business papers and
reports

41 .
At the regular Meeting of the Board of
General Purposes immediately preceding the
Regular Communication, a sufficient number of
Masters or Past Master shall be nominated, who
shall attend within the Porch of the Grand Lodge,
for the Purpose of ascertaining whether Brethren
seeking admission to the Grand Lodge, are
qualified to attend .

Scrutineers at the
Porch

The Board shall nominate Brethren for similar
duties, if required , for any Especial Meeting of the
Grand Lodge.
42.
Whenever the Grand Master shall so direct,
priority of admission to the Grand Lodge shall be
accorded to those Brethren entitled to attend, who
have applied for and received tickets of admission.
The applications, if exceeding the available
accommodation, shall be dealt with by ballot to be
conducted by, or under the direction to the Grand
15

Priority of admission
to Grand Lodge

Secretary.
Absence of the
Grand Master from
Grand Lodge

43.
If at any meeting of the Grand Lodge, the
Grand Master be absent, the Grand Lodge shall
be ruled by the Deputy Grand Master, or failing him
by the Assistant Grand Master, or failing him, by
the member of the Grand Lodge present, who shall
be highest in rank , according to the table of
precedence in Rule 5.

Opening and Closing
of Grand Lodge

44.
The Grand Lodge is to be declared opened
and declared closed in ample form , when the Grand
Master presides, in due form, when the Deputy or
the Assistant Grand Master presides and inform,
on all other occasions, yet with the same authority.

Minutes of Grand
Lodge
Communication

45.
At each Regular Communication the Grand
Lodge being opened, the minutes of the last regular
Communication and of any intervening meeting of
the Grand Lodge, are to be put for confirmation as
a correct record of the proceedings, and no part of
the said minutes, nor any matter appearing on the
paper of business, shall be read in extenso, unless
the Grand Lodge shall so direct, or a Brother,
supported by not less than twenty other Brethren ,
shall so desire, with a view to founding a motion
thereon .

Communication from
the Grand Master

46.
Communications, if any, from the Grand
Master shall be received before the business set
forth in paper of business is considered.

Memorial and
Petitions

47.
No memorial , petition, or other document,
shall be presented to the Grand Lodge, if it contains
improper matter, or offensive or indecorous
language.

Irregular propositions

48.
If it shall appear to the Grand Master that
any proposed resolution contains anything contrary
to the Antient Landmarks of the Order, he may
refuse to permit the same to be discussed.

No member to speak
twice

"J:he proposer of an original motion shall
49.
have the right of reply, but no other brother shall
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speak twice on the same question , unless by
permission. This rule shall not apply to the Grand
Registrar.
50.
If any member shall behave in the Grand
Lodge, in a manner disrespectful to the Chair, or
otherwise unbecoming a mason, the Grand Master,
or officer presiding, may peremptorily order him to
quit the Grand Lodge, which he shall thereupon
do, and further the Grand Lodge may declare him
to be no longer a member of the Grand Lodge,
until the Grand Master shall have granted him
grace.

Misbehaviour in the
Grand Lodge

51 .
No motion for the erasure of a daughter
Lodge for misconduct, or for the expulsion of a
Brother, shall be made, unless the Master and
Wardens of the Lodge, or the Brother concerned,
shall have been summoned to answer the
complaint in person in the Grand Lodge, or to make
answer in writing , as they or he may desire.

Motions tor erasure of
expulsion

52.
All matters except in the case of a motion
under Rule 34 are to be decided by a majority of
vote, each member having one vote, and the Grand
Master, or officer presiding, a second or casting
vote, unless the Grand Lodge think proper to leave
any particular subject, to the determination of the
Grand Master, or officer presiding . Except in
elections by ballot or voting papers, the votes are
to be signified by each member holding up one
hand, and the motion is then to be declared carried,
or lost: but if ten members demand that the votes
be counted , the counting shall be conducted under
the direction to the Grand Director of Ceremonies.

Voting

REGIONAL GRAND LODGES

53.
There shall be established four Regional
Grand Lodges to be known respectively as:
(1) The Regional Grand Lodge of Eastern India:
(2) The Regional Grand Lodge of Northern India:
17

Formation of Regional
Grand Lodges

(3) The Regional Grand Lodge of Southern India:
(4)

The Regional Lodge of Western India:

with the area of jurisdiction as shown below:
EASTERN INDIA : The States of Assam, Bihar,
Meghalaya , Nagaland , Orissa, Tripura , West
Bengal , East U.P, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur,
Sikkim , Mizoram and Jharkhand and the Union
Territories of Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
NORTHERN INDIA : The States of Rajasthan,
Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir, Haryana, West U.P,
Himachal Pradesh and Uttranchal and the Union
Territories of Delhi and Chandigarh.
SOUTHERN INDIA: The States of Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh,Telengana, Kera la and
Goa and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and
Lakshadweep.
WESTERN INDIA : The States of Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh and
the Union Territories or Daman, Diu, Dadra and
Nagar Haveli.
The Grand Master with the approval of the Board
of General Purposes, shall have power to create
new Regions, re-arrange boundaries of Regions
and to combine or sub-divide any Region as he
may think fit.
In such event, the brother affected by the decision
if holding an active rank in the Region, will continue
to hold such rank until the next annual installation
meeting of the Region. The Brother will enjoy the
same past rank in the Region to which the Lodge
of which he is a member is transferred, without
payment of additional fee and shall also be entitled
to maintain his seniority in such Region.
Appointment of
Regional Grand
Master

54.
The appointment of a Regional Grand
Master is a prerogative of the Grand Master, by
whom a patent may be granted, to hold for the
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prescribed period, to any Brother whom he may
think worthy of the appointment, By this patent the
Brother is invested with appropriate authority in the
particular Region.
The precedence of the Regional Grand Master
interse shall be regulated by the dates of their
installations.
55.
The term of office of the Regional Grand
Master shall be three years, commencing from the
date of his installation to the date of installation of
his successor, at the third Annual Meeting of the
Regional Grand Lodge held after his installation.
No Regional Grand Master or Past Regional Grand
Master shall be eligible for reappointment

Term of office of
Regional Grand
Master

56.
The Reg ional Grand Master shall be
installed at the first Regional Grand Lodge meeting
which he may hold after his appointment, and until
such installation, he shall not be qualified to perform
any of the functions of his office, except that of
summoning the Regional Grand Lodge, to meet
for the purpose of his installation.

Installation of
Regional Grand
Master

57.
In the event of the death, resignation,
suspension , or removal of a Reg ional Grand
Master, the Deputy Regional Grand Master or failing
him the Assistant Regional Grand Master, in order
of seniority shall , subject to Rule 56, exercise all
the functions of Regional Grand Master, but such
Deputy or Assistant shall not thereby acquire the
right to an additional rank or distinction, but while
so acting he shall be designated "Deputy Regional
Grand Master in Charge" or "Assi stant Regional
Grand Master in Charge", as the case may be.

Provision in the case
of the death of a
Regional Grand
Master and other
contingencies

If the Regional Grand Master be not avail able the
Deputy Regional Grand Master, or if there be no
Deputy, or if he also be not available , then an
Assistant Regional Grand Master in order of
seniority, shall exercise the functions of Regional
Grand Master, subject to any directions of the
Regional Grand Master.
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Membership of
Regional Grand
Lodge

58.
In addition to the Regional Grand Master
for the time being, a Regional Grand Lodge consists
of the other present Regional Grand Officers, and
the Masters and Wardens of all daughter Lodges
under such Regional Grand Lodge, and also (so
long as they may respectively be both members of
the Grand Lodge and subscribing members of a
daughter Lodge under such Regional Grand Lodge)
the Past Regional Grand Officers and the Past
Masters of any daughter Lodge under the Grand
Lodge.

Appointment of
Deputy and Assistant
Regional Grand
Masters

59.
A Regional Grand Master by patent under
his hand and seal, or otherwise, may appoint a
Deputy Regional Grand Master and one or more
Assistant Regional Grand Masters, to hold office
and to execute forthwith all the powers and duties
of such office in his name.
No Brother may be so appointed, unless he is a
Past Master in accordance with Rule 9 and is a
subscribing member in a daughter Lodge under the
Grand Lodge.
The Regional Grand Master, within one month of
the appointment, must transmit, in writing the name
and address of his Deputy and of his Assistant, to
all the daughter Lodges of his Region and also the
Grand Secretary, for registration.
A Deputy or Assistant Regional Grand Master may
be invested either in the Regional Grand Lodge or
in a daughter Lodge within the Region.

Appointment of
Regional Grand
Officers

60.
A Regional Grand Master is empowered
also to appoint annually for his Region the following
Regional Grand Officers.
One Senior and one Junior Warden , a Chaplain, a

Treasurer, a Registrar, a President of the Board of
General Purposes, a Director of Ceremonies, one
Senior and one Junior Deacon, five Bearers of
V.S.L., a Sword Bearer, a Deputy Director of
Ceremonies, a Superintendent of Works, upto three
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Assistant Directors of Ceremonies, two Standard
Bearers , two Assistant Standard Bearers, an
Organist, a Marshal, an Inner Guard, an Assistant
Inner Guard, one President and one Vice-President
of Regional Grand Stewards, four Stewards and a
Tyler.
In addition to the foregoing , a Regional Grand
Master may also appoint an Assistant Secretary.
The Regional Grand Officers shall be annually
appointed in the Regional Grand Lodge, and such
officers whenever practicable shall be then
invested. Casual vacancies among the above may
be filled by the Regional Grand Master.
Should the Regional Grand Master be dissatisfied
with the conduct of any active Regional Grand
Officer, he may deprive such Regional Grand officer
of his active rank. The Regional Grand Master in
like case with the prior approval of the Regional
Board may deprive a Past Regional Grand Officer
of his rank and privileges.
61. The Regional Grand Secretary shall be
appointed by the Regional Grand Master from out
of a panel of three names submitted to him by the
Board of General Purposes. The Regional Grand
Secretary shall initially be appointed for a period
not exceeding five years, which term may thereafter
be extended for a period of not more than two years
at a time.

Appointment of
Regional Grand
Secretary

The services of Regional Grand Secretary may be
terminated at anytime by the Regional Grand
Master, by giving three months notice in writing or
three months, salary in lieu thereof. Similarly, if the
Regional Grand Secretary wishes to resign, he shall
give three months, notice in writing, or pay thereof,
or such shorter notice, or lesser payments, as may
be decided by the Regional Grand Master in his
sole discretion.
62.

The Regional Grand Master is empowered
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Past Ranks

to confer on any Brother of ability, who is a member
of a daughter Lodge within his Region and has
rendered service to the Craft, the Rank of a Past
Regional Grand Officer. All Regional Grand Officers
shall when required to attend a meeting as Regional
Grand Officers wear the regalia of their highest
Regional Grand Office. Provided, however, that all
active officers, except when leading a deputation
of the Regional Grand Lodge, shall wear the regalia
of his active Regional Grand Office.
Promotions

63.
A Regional Grand Master may annually
promote Regional Grand Officers at his discretion.

Qualification for office

63A. No Brother shall be appointed to any office
in the Regional Grand Lodge or conferred the rank
of a Past Regional Grand Officer, unless he is a
Past Master qualified under Rule 9 and is a
subscribing member of a daughter Lodge in the
Region in which he is being appointed to the office,
or is being appointed to the office, or is being
conferred the Past Rank.

Precedence of
Regional Grand
Officers

64.
Regional Grand Officers, Present and past,
take precedence amongst themselves in similar
order to Grand Officers holding or having held
corresponding ranks as provided by Rule 5.

Regional Grand
Officers have
precedence only in
their own Region

65.
With the exception of Regional Grand
Master present and Past, Regional Grand Officers,
Present and Past, can claim precedence as such,
only within their Region.

Power to summon
Officers and Brethren

66.
The Regional Grand Master may summon
the Officers of the daughter Lodges within his
jurisdiction to attend him , or some other officers
authorised by him and to produce the warrant,
books, papers and accounts of the Lodge, and may
summon any Brother within his jurisdiction, to attend
him or such other Officers and to produce his Grand
Lodge Certificate. If any such summons be not
complied with (no sufficient reason being given for
non-compliance) the Regional Grand Master may
declare it to be a case of countumacy, and inflict a
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suitable penalty upon the Lodge or Brother and the,
proceeding as soon as practicable shall be noticed
to the Grand Secretary for transm ission to the
proper authority
67
a) The Regional Grand Master shall
determine all cases of masonic complaints or
irregularities respecting daughter Lodges or
individual masons within his jurisdiction.

Power to determine
complaints

b) The Regional Grand Master is
empowered to admonish, fine or suspend any
daughter Lodge or individual mason , found guilty
of Masonic impropriety or irregularity.
c) The Regional Grand Master may delegate
the duty of investigating and reporting to him the
circumstances of the case, to an existing Board or
committee of the Regional Grand Lodge, or to any
Committee consisting of a brother, or brethren of
his Region , as the case may require, or admit,
nominated or set up by him, for that purpose, and
shall have power to accept or reject either in whole
or in part the findings of such Board or Committee,
or to act either in whole , or in part upon its
recommendations.
d) A reasonable opportunity shall be given
to the Lodge, or individual , to show cause against
the charges.
e) A report of the case with all necessary
particulars and the determination of the Regional
Grand Master shall be forwarded as soon as
practicable to the Grand Secretary, unless the
Regional Grand Master shall consider the case to
be of insufficient importance to require this to be
done.
f) The decision of the Regional Grand
Master shall be final , unless an appeal there from
is preferred under Rule 160.

68.

The Regional Grand Master has no power
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No power to erase or
expel

to erase a daughter Lodge, or expel a Brother;
when, therefore, a case is such as, in his
judgement, to require the erasure of a Lodge or
the expulsion of a Brother, he shall make a special
report to the Grand Secretary for decision by the
Grand Lodge.
To report proceedings
to the Grand
Secretary

69.
The Regional Grand Master shall transmit
to the Grand Secretary, annually an account, in
writing, of his proceedings, and of the state of
Masonry within his Region. He is to forward to the
Grand Master, a summary of the minutes of every
Regional Grand Lodge meeting within three months
of the holding thereof, together with the names of
all Brethren appointed to Regional Grand Office,
and the names and numbers of the daughter
Lodges to which they belong.

Meetings of Regional
Grand Lodge

70.
A Regional Grand Master shall hold an
annual meeting of Regional Grand Lodge, at which
the appointment of the Regional Grand Officers
shall be made, and shall also hold such other
meetings of the Regional Grand Lodge as he shall
· consider necessary.

Opening and Closing
of Regional Grand
Lodge

71.
The Regional Grand Lodge is to be declared
opened and declared closed in due form when the
Regional Grand Master presides, and in form on
all other occasions, yet with the same authority.

Bye-Laws and
Regulations of
Regional Grand
Lodge

72.
The Regional Grand Lodge has the power
of framing and revising suitable byelaws for its own
government, which may provide for the
appointment or constitution of Committees and the
definition of their powers and of making and altering
regulations to be observed by the daughter Lodges
and Brethren in the Region, but no such bye-laws
or regulation nor any revision or alteration thereof
shall be in conflict with, or contrary to anything
contained in these Rules, nor be valid until
submitted to, and approved by, the Grand Master.

Regional Board of
General Purposes

73.
In every Region, there shall be a Board of
General Purposes composed of a President,
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appointed annually by the Regional Grand Master,
and the holders, not exceeding seven in number,
of such offices in Regional Grand Lodge as may
be specified by the Bye-Laws, Ex-Officio, and of
such a number of other members of the Regional
Grand Lodge not exceeding sixteen, as may be so
specified, of whom one-half shall be elected, in such
a manner as may be prescribe, by the Regional
Grand Lodge bye-laws and the other half shall be
appointed by the Regional Grand Master. A brother
who is subscribing member of a Lodge under a
duly recognized Grand Lodge, which Lodge under
its Charter holds its meetings within the Republic
of India shall not be eligible to be elected to the
Regional Board of General Purposes.
The Board shall be entrusted with such
adm inistrative powers, authorities and duties as
may be specified in the bye-laws or may from time
to time be delegated to it (subject to revocation and
review) by the Regional Grand Master, and it shall
also act in any advisory and consultative capacity
by making recommendations to the Regional Grand
Master or the Regional Grand Lodge, as the case
may require , for the welfare of the Craft and the
better regulation of the Region.
The bye-laws may provide for the retirement of the
elected and appointed members in rotation, and
for the filling of vacancies . No election or
appointment of any such member shall be for a
period exceeding three years, but this shall not
render him ineligible for re-election or
reappointment if thought fit.
74.
Correct minutes of the proceedings of the
Regional Grand Lodge or any Board or Committee
thereof shall be properly kept in suitable books,
which shall be produced by the Regional Grand
Master to the Grand Lodge, whenever required .

Minutes

75.
Contribution to local and Charitable funds
by Regional Grand Lodge Officers and Lodges in

Regional Grand
Lodge Funds
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the Region and fees payable for any purpose
including for registering of a new Lodge, Founders
Fee , registering of amendments to bye laws, shall
be such as is fixed by each of the Regional Grand
Lodges from time to time with the approval of the
Grand Master.
Regional Grand
Lodge Accounts and
Audit

76.
Regular accounts of the receipts and
disbursements of the Regional Grand Lodges
Funds shall be kept in accordance with the rules
laid down in the Regional Grand Lodge bye-laws.
These accounts must be audited once in each year
by an auditor or auditors, who must be a Master
Mason or Master Masons elected annually in
Regional Grand Lodge. Such accounts must be
produced annually at the meeting of the Regional
Grand Lodge specified in the bye-laws for that
purpose, and a copy thereof transmitted to the
daughter Lodges under the Region.
DAUGHTER LODGES

Petition for Warrant
for New Lodge

77.
Every application for a Warrant to hold a
new Lodge must be by petition to the Grand Master,
signed by not less than Seven Master Masons
regularly registered under the Constitution of the
Grand Lodge. Provided that no Brother not so
registered shall sign any petition unless he be
regularly registered under the Constitution of a
Grand Lodge recognised by the Grand Lodge and
shall at the same time declare in writing his
adherence to the Book of Constitutions, and
promise due obedience to the Grand Master and
the Rules and Regulations of the Grand Lodge. The
petition must specify every Lodge to which each
signatory belongs and every Lodge to which he has
at any time belonged and in respect of each of the
signatories be accompanied by a Certificate in
accordance with Rule 150 from every such Lodge
showing that he is not indebted to it.
To every such petition must be added a
recommendation, signed in open Lodge by the
Master and Wardens of a regular daughter Lodge
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under the Grand Lodge with the approval of a
majority of the Brethren then present, and notice
that the petition is to be submitted for approval must
have been given on the summons convening the
meeting at which it is to be considered. The petition
must then be transmitted to the Regional Grand
Secretary who shall obtain the observations of the
Regional Grand Master and then forward the same
to the Grand Secretary for the decision of the Grand
Master.
78.
The following is the form of Petition for a
Warrant to hold a new Lodge :

Form of Petition of
Warrant

To the M.W. The Grand Master of the Antient Free
and Accepted Masons of India:
We, the undersigned, being regularly registered
Master Masons of the Lodges mentioned against
our respective names, having the prosperity of the
Craft at heart, are anxious to exert our best
endeavours to promote and diffuse the genuine
principles of the art and, for the convenience of
our respective dwellings and other good reasons ,
we are desirous of forming a new Lodge, to be
named ...
In consequence of this desire, we pray for a warrant
of constitution, empowering us to meet as a regular
Lodge, at.. on the., and there to discharge the duties
of Masonry, in a Constitutional manner, according
to the forms of the Order and the laws of the Grand
Lodge; and we have nominated and do recommend
Brother (A.B.), who has served the office of the
Warden in a regular Lodge -to be the first Master,
Brother (G.D.) to be the first Senior Warden and
Brother (E .F.) to be the first Junior Warden of the
said Lodge. Should the prayer of this petition be
granted, we promise strict obedience to the
commands of the Grand Master and the laws and
regulations of the Grand Lodge.
79.
Every new daughter Lodge shall be
solemnly constituted according to the antient usage,
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New Lodge must be
regularly constituted

by the Grand Master or by some other Grand Officer
appointed to act for him . No Brother shall be
installed as Master or invested as a Warden except
the brother named in the Warrant for such office
unless by sanction of the Grand Master. No
daughter Lodge shall be acknowledged nor its
officers admitted as such into the Grand Lodge or
a Regional Grand Lodge, nor any of its members
as such entitled to petition for aid from the Fund of
Benevolence or enjoy any Masonic privilege, unless
such Lodge has been regularly constituted and
registered .
Lodge to bear name
and number

Every daughter Lodge must be
80.
distinguished by a name or title as well as a number
and no Lodge shall be permitted to make any
alteration in its name or title without the approval
of the Grand Master upon the recommendation of
the Regional Grand Master.

Precedence of
Lodges

81.
Daughter Lodges shall rank in precedence
in the order of their number as registered in the
books of the Grand Lodge.

Deleted

82.

A Lodge not to act
without a Warrant

83.
No daughter Lodge may meet without a
warrant of constitution from the Grand Master which
is to be specially entrusted to each Master at his
installation, to be held by him in safe custody on
behalf of the Grand Master. The Master shall
produce it at every meeting of the Lodge.

Warrant not to be
sold or irregularly
procured

84.
The warrant of a daughter Lodge is the
property of the Grand Master. It must be retained
for the sole use of the Lodge to which it is granted.
Any daughter Lodge concerned in transferring or
improperly disposing of any warrant shall be liable
to be erased and every brother so concerned shall
be deemed to have committed a Masonic offence.
The warrant must not bear any endorsement or
other inscription except with the authority of the
Grand Master.

Deleted
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85.
If a warrant be lost or improperly withheld
from those lawfully entitled to hold or use the same
or withheld by competent Masonic authority, the
daughter Lodge must suspend its meetings until a
warrant of confirmation has been applied for and
granted by the Grand Master or until the warrant
so lost or withheld be found or restored, in which
case the warrant of confirmation, if any, shall be
returned forthwith to the Grand Master.

Warrant lost or
withheld

85A. A motion that a Lodge cease working or
return its Charter cannot be carried by a majority if
opposed by five or more Members. Should the
majority resign the remaining Members constitute
the membership of the Lodge.
858. On a warrant of a Lodge being withheld or
forfeited or a Lodge being erased, the books,
papers, jewels, clothing and paraphernalia, all funds
and all other immoveable and moveable assets
shall become the property of Grand Lodge, and
shall be liable to be transferred and delivered to
Grand Lodge.
86.
The regular Officers of a daughter Lodge
shall be the Master, the Immediate Past Master
the two Wardens, a Treasurer, a Secretary, two
Deacons, an Inner Guard and a Tyler. The Master
may also appoint as additional Officers a Chaplain,
a Director of Ceremonies, an Assistant Director of
Ceremonies, an Almoner, Bearers of the Volumes
of the Sacred Laws, a Sword Bearer, an Organist,
an Assistant Secretary a Steward or Stewards; but
no others. No Brother can hold more than one
regular office in the Lodge at one and the same
time, but the Master may appoint a Brother who is
holding a regular office to one additional office also.
A Brother who is not a subscribing member of the
Lodge may not hold any office therein except that
of Tyler.
A daughter Lodge in its bye-laws may provide that
the services of its Secretary and Tyler be equivalent
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Officers of a Lodge

to the appropriate subscription to the Lodge, but
shall remit to the Grand Lodge and to Regional
Grand Lodge the requisite payments due in respect
of their membership of the Lodge.
The Officers of a daughter Lodge shall take
precedence for investiture and otherwise in the
following order: Master, Immediate Past Master,
Senior Warden , Junior Warden , Chaplain ,
Treasurer, Secretary, Director of Ceremonies,
Senior Deacon, Junior Deacon, Bearers of Volumes
of Sacred Law, Sword Bearer, Assistant Secretary,
Assistant Director of Ceremonies (if any), Almoner,
Organist (if any), Inner Guard , Steward and Tyler.
No Brother has any right to claim advancement.
The appointment of all Officers except the Master,
Treasurer and Tyler is in the sole discretion and
power of the Master.
The immediate Past Master holds his position and
responsibilities by virtue of his Mastership in the
preceding year and retains that position until a
succeeding Master becomes Immediate Past
Master. He re-occupies the position if such
succeeding Master should die or cease to be a
member of the Lodge while holding the position of
Immediate Past Master.
Election and
installation of Master

87.
Every daughter Lodge shall annually, on the
day named in its bye-laws for the purpose, proceed"
to elect a Master by ballot from among those of its
members who are Past Masters within the meaning
of Rule 9 or who have served for one year in the
office of Senior Warden or Junior Warden in a
regular Lodge warranted under the Grand Lodge,
or who shall have been rendered eligible by
dispensation under Rule 91 . The Ballot shall be
declared in favour of the member thus qualified who
has received the largest number of votes of the
members present and voting .
Provided, however, that a Meeting at which a Lodge
is consecrated and its Master installed and Officers
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appointed shall be deemed to be regular installation
meeting and the Master and Officers installed and
appointed there at shall be deemed to have served
for one full year the office of Master or of Senior
Warden , or of Junior Warden at the next regular
Installation Meeting of the Lodge notwithstanding
that the interval between the meetings may actually
be less than one year.
At the next regular meeting the Master so elected
shall be duly installed according to antient usage,
provided that no motion that the Master Elect be
not installed has been moved and carried in the
manner herein provided. A motion to this effect shall
be entertained by daughter Lodge only if written
notice thereof, signed by the Proposer and
Seconder, and a separate statement, similarly
signed , of the reasons for moving the motion , shall
have been given to the Secretary of the Lodge at
least fourteen days previously to the meeting. In
that case copies of the proposed motion and of the
separate statement shall be forwarded forthwith to
the Master Elect by the Secretary, and a copy of
the proposed motion, but not a copy of the separate
statement, shall be printed on the summons
convening the meeting. Should the motion, on a
ballot being taken , receive the support of threefourths of the members present, the election shall
be void and the members shall forthwith proceed
to elect some other qualified Brother as Master.
The installation of the Master then elected , shall
subject to the foregoing proviso, take place within
five weeks of the date of election either at the next
regular meeting of the Lodge, if such be held within
that period or at an emergency meeting specially
called for that purpose. The Master Elect, shall
subject to the foregoing proviso, then be duly
installed, and he and the Wardens invested by him
shall, at the date of the next regular installation
meeting, be deemed to have filled the offices of
Master and Wardens respectively for one year, in
compliance with the provisions of Rule 9 and this
Rule.
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No Master Elect shall assume the Master's Chair
until he has been regularly installed. If the election
of a Master is subsequently found to be irregular,
the same may be regularised by obtaining a
dispensation from the Grand Master.
Death or incapacity of
Master Elect not less
than seven days
before the day of
installation

88.
If, not less than seven days before the day
appointed for the regular installation meeting of the
daughter Lodge, the Master Elect should die or
become disqualified or incapacitated, or send to
the Master a notice in writing of his intention not to
accept the office of Master, then the summons shall
be issued to each member of the Lodge stating
the fact and intimating that on the said day the
Brethren will again proceed to elect a Master. The
installation of the Master then elected shall , subject
to the provision of Rule 87, take place within five
weeks of the date of election, either at the next
regular meeting of the Lodge, if such be held within
that period , or at an emergency meeting specially
called for the purpose. The Master Elect shall then
be duly installed, and he and the Wardens then
invested shall at the date of the next regular
installation meeting be deemed to have filled the
offices of Master and Wardens respectively for one
year in compliance with the provisions of Rules 9
and 87.
Provided that, where there is a period of not less
than two months between the regular days of
election and installation of Master, and any of the
events before mentioned (rendering the election
of the Master ineffective) occur not less than six
weeks before the regular day of installation, then
the Master may summon an emergency meeting ,
to be held not less than three weeks before such
day of installation, for the purpose of electing
another Master, and the Master then elected shall,
subject to the provisions of Rule 87, be installed
on the regular day of installation, as if he had been
elected on the regular day of election.
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89.
If, less than seven days before the day
appointed the regular installation meeting of the
daughter Lodge, the Master Elect should die or
become disqualified or incapacitated, or send to
the Master a notice in writing of his intention not to
accept the office of Master, then the outgoing
Master shall continue as Master of the Lodge until
the end of the period for which the Master Elect
was elected, and shall at such meeting invest the
Wardens and other officers (if any) elected by the
Master Elect, or as to any not so selected to be
appointed by himself, together with the Tyler.

Death or incapacity of
Master Elect less than
seven days before day
of installation

90.
If on the day appointed for the regular
installation meeting of the daughter Lodge the
Master Elect (though ready and willing to act as
such) is unavoidably prevented from attending the
meeting, the installation shall be postponed and
shall take place within five weeks of the date of
such regular installation meeting, either at the next
regular meeting of the Lodge, if such he held within
the period, or at an emergency meeting called for
the purpose. The Master Elect shall be installed
and he and his Wardens then invested shall at the
date of the next regular installation meeting be
deemed to have filled the office of Master and
Wardens respectively for one year, in compliance
with the provisions of Rules 9 and 87.

Postponement of
Installation of Master

Provided that if the Master Elect does not attend at
the regular or emergency meeting last above
mentioned his election shall be void and the
outgoing Master of the Lodge shall continue as
Master of the Lodge until the end of the period for
which the Master Elect was elected and shall at
such meeting invest the Wardens and other
Officers (if any) selected by the Master Elect, or as
to any not so selected, to be appointed by himself,
together with the Tyler, and the Wardens then
invested shall at the date of the next regular
installation meeting be deemed to have filled the
offices of Wardens for one year, in compliance with
the Provisions of the Rules 9 and 87.
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Alteration of dates of
Election and
Installation

90A. If any Lodge is unable to elect a Master or
install a Master, on the day prescribed in its bye
laws, the Regional Grand Master under whose
jurisdiction such a Lodge is constituted, may grant
a dispensation for the holding of such meeting upon
a day not more than 14 days before, or after that
fixed by the-laws, or such other day, as the Regional
Grand Master may consider fit a according to the
circumstances of the case, which day shall for all
purposes be deemed to be the regular day of
meeting as envisaged by Rule 87 above. This
regulation does not derogate from the provisions
of Rule 90 above.

Qualification of
Warden for Master's
Chair

91.
If the investiture of the Warden shall not
have taken place at the meeting at which the Master
was installed , and thereby the member appointed
has not served the office for one year as aforesaid,
he cannot be included among those eligible for
election as Master of the Lodge except by
dispensation from the Grand Master, which can only
be granted on petition setting forth the
circumstances in which the investiture was delayed,
the actual services of the member in the Warden's
Chair, and the special reasons for asking the Grand
Master's intervention. The installing Master shall
not proceed to the installation of a Master unless
satisfied that the requirement of Rule 87 have been
complied with or unless such dispensation shall
have been produced to him.

Master's Obligation

92.
Every Master Elect, before being placed in
the Chair, shall solemnly pledge himself to preserve
the Landmarks of the Order to observe the antient
usages and established customs, and strictly to
enforce them within his own Lodge.

Treasurer of a Lodge

92.A The Treasurer shall be elected by show of
hands and by simple majority on the regular day of
the election of the Master.

Tyler of a Lodge

93.
The Tyler shall be elected by the members
on the regular day of election of the Master.
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Every Tyler must be a Master Mason and registered
as such in the books of the Grand Lodge. The Tyler
need not be a subscribing member of the Lodge.
94.
The Master is respons ible for the due
observance of the laws by the daughter Lodge over
which he presides.

Master responsible for
observance of laws

95
(i) No Brother shall continue Master of the
same daughter Lodge for more than two years in
succession , unless by a dispensation, which may
be granted by the Grand Master, in cases of
necessity : but he may again be elected after he
has been out of office for one year.

Master's period of
Office

(ii) No Brother shall be Master of two or more
daughter Lodges at the same time without a
dispensation from the Grand Master, or if the.
Lodges are in the same Region , then from the
Regional Grand Master.

Master of more than
one Lodge at the
same time

95.A No brother shall occupy the position of a
Secretary of more than two Lodges at the same
time. No brother shall continue to hold the office of
a Secretary of a Lodge for a continuous period of
more than three terms and can only be appointed
as Secretary after elapse of three years subject to
the same limitation of not more than three
continuous terms. A Lodge may apply to the
Regional Grand Master for dispensation from the
applicability of the above Rule. The Regional Grand
Master may reject or grant any application subject
to such conditions as he may deem appropriate
having regard to the circumstances of the case.

Secretary period of
office

Note: The period for which the brother has served
as Secretary prior to the amendment coming into
force will not be taken in consideration for
computing the three years.
96.
Upon his installation the Master shall appoint
his Wardens and other Officers and shall invest all
the Officers, present, including the Treasurer and
Tyler elected.
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Appointment and
Investiture of Officers

Brethren to attend
summons

The Master and Wardens and members of
97.
every daughter Lodge, when summoned to do so,
shall attend the Grand Master or his Deputy or
Assistant, or the Regional Grand Master or his
Deputy or Assistant , or the Board of General
Purposes , or any other Board or Committee
authorised by the Grand Lodge; if required shall
furnish such information as may be called for and
produce the warrant, books and papers of the
Lodge, and each Brother so summoned his Grand
Lodge Certificate, all or any of which may be
withheld by any of the said authorities.
Fai lure to comply with the terms of the summons
under this Rule shall render any Brother liable to
suspension and to being reported to the Grand
Lodge.

Death of Master and
other contigencies

98.
If the Master shall die or be removed or if
the circumstances do not permit him to exercise
the authority which develops upon him by virtue of
his office, the Immediate Past Master, or in his
absence the Senior Warden, or in his absence the
Junior Warden or in the absence of the Immediate
Past Master and both Wardens, the senior Past
Master of the Lodge shall summon the Lodge until
the next installation of Master or until the Master
shall be able once more to exercise his authority.
Save as hereinafter provided , if the Master be not
present, the Immediate Past Master, or if he be
absent the Senior Past Master of the Lodge be
present, or if no Past Master of the Lodge be
present the senior Installed Master who is a
subscribing member of Lodge shall take the chair
and rule the Lodge, or may request any other
Installed Master who is a subscribing member of
the Lodge to do so. If no Installed Master who is a
subscribing member of the Lodge be present, then
the Senior Warden or in his absence the Junior
Warden , shall conduct the business of Lodge but
shall request an Installed Master to occupy the
Chair to open and close the Lodge and to confer
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degrees.
If, on the occasion appointed for any meeting of a
Lodge, no Installed Master is present to occupy
the Chair, the meeting shall be abandoned and the
fact recorded in the Minute Book of the Lodge.
If the Master's absence be only temporary and
circumstances so permit, he may exercise such
authority as develops upon him by virtue of his
office. He may request any Installed Master who is
a subscribing member of the Lodge to occupy the
Chair and to rule the Lodge and confer degrees, or
any Installed Master to occupy the Chair to confer
degrees, as if he himself were present in the Lodge.

/

99.
Should the Master be dissatisfied with the
conduct of any of the Officers, he may lay the cause
of complaint before the Lodge at a regular meeting.
Particulars of the complaint shall be sent at least
seven days before such meeting to the officer
concerned . If it shall appear to the majority of the
members present that the complaints be well
founded , the Master shall have power to displace
such officer, and to appoint another.

Removal of Office

100. If a vacancy shall occur in a regular office
other than that of Master, such shall be filled for
the remainder of the year by the election or
appointment (according to the normal method of
filling the office) of a member not serving a regular
office in the Lodge at the time the vacancy occurred.
If an election be required, due notice thereof shall
appear on the summons.

Vacancies in Regular
Officers

101. The Grand Master has full authority to
preside in any daughter Lodge, and to order any of
his Grand Officers to attend him. His Wardens, if
present and so commanded, are to act as Wardens
of the Lodge while he presides; but the Grand
Master may command the Wardens of the Lodge
or any Master Masons to act as Wardens.

Official visitation of
Lodges

The Deputy Grand Master, if the Grand Master be
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not present, has the same authority.
An Assistant Grand Master, if the Grand Master
and Deputy Grand Master be not present, has the
same authority.
The Regional Grand Master has the same authority
in any Lodge he visits within his Region. The Deputy
Regional Grand Master if the Regional Grand
Master be not present, has the same authority. An
Assistant Regional Grand Master, The Regional
Grand Master and his Deputy be not present, has
the same authority.
In all the above cases the Master of the Lodge shall
be placed on the immediate left of the Brother so
presiding.
Visitation of Grand
Officers by command

102. The Grand Master may send any of his
Grand Officers, present or past, to visit any Lodge
whenever he may think fit to do so, and such visiting
Officer shall be placed on the immediate right of
the Brother presiding.

Visitation of Regional
Grand Officers by
command

103. The Regional Grand Master may send any
of his Regional Grand Officers, present or past, to
visit any Lodge in his Region whenever he may
think fit to do so, and such visiting Officer shall be
placed on the immediate right of the Brother
presiding.

Admission of visitors

104. No Brother who is subject to the Grand
Lodge shall be admitted into a daughter Lodge
unless he be personally known to , and vouched
for, by one of the Brethren present, or unless he
shall, be well vouched for after due examination.
He shall , if required produce his Grand Lodge
Certificate and proof of good standing in his Lodge
or Lodges.
No Brother who is not subject to the Grand Lodge
shall be admitted unless his certificate shows that
he has been initiated according to the antient rites
and ceremonies in a Lodge belonging to a Grand
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Lodge professing belief in T.G.A.O.T.U., such
certificate not to be regarded as valid unless
granted by a Grand Lodge recognised by the Grand
Lodge, nor unless he himself shall acknowledge
that this belief is an essential Landmark of the
Order, and is able to produce proof of his good
standing in his Lodge or Lodges. It is incumbent
on the Master of any Lodge to which a visitor from
another Constitution seeks admission, to satisfy
himself by adequate enquiries, if need be, from the
Grand Secretary, that such Const itution is
recognised by the Grand Lodge.
Every visitor during his presence in a Lodge is
subject to its relevant bye-laws.
105. It is within the power of the Master of every
daughter Lodge to refuse admission to any visitor
of known bad character or whose presence is in
his opinion likely to disturb the harmony of the
Lodge.
106. In the case of a Brother who has ceased to
be a subscribing member of every daughter Lodge
of which he has at any time been a member, the
following provisions shall have effect, viz;
a) If he comes within the provision of this
Rule by reason of his exclusion under Rule 124,
Rule 124A or Rule 156 he shall not be permitted to
attend any daughter Lodge or Lodge of Instruction
until he again becomes a subscribing member of a
daughter Lodge.
b) In any other case he shall not be
permitted to attend any one daughter Lodge more
than once until he again becomes a subscribing
member of a daughter Lodge, and upon such one
attendance he shall append the word "unattached"
to his signature in the attendance book, stating
therein the name and number of the daughter
Lodge of which he was last a subscribing member.
c) Nothing in this Rule shall preclude the
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Refusal of admission
to visitors

Disqualification to visit

attendance of a Brother at any daughter Lodge of
which he is an Honorary Member, unless he ceases
to be a member of Grand Lodge of India under
Rule 124-A or he is excluded by the Lodge under
Rule 156 or he is expelled under Rule 176.
Sanction for Lodge of
Instruction

107. No Lodge of Instruction shall be holden
unless under the sanction of a regular warranted
LQdge, or by the licence and authority of the Grand
Master. The daughter Lodge giving its sanction, or
the Brethren to whom such licence is granted, shall
be responsible for seeking that the proceedings are
in accordance with theAntient Charges, Landmarks
and Regulations of the Order as established by the
Grand Lodge.

Times and place of
meeting of Lodge of
Instruction to be
approved

108. The times and places of meeting of Lodges
of Instruction shall be submitted for approval to the
Regional Grand Secretaries.

Minutes of Lodge of
Instruction

109. Lodges of instruction shall keep minutes
recording the names of all Brethren present at each
meeting, and of Brethren appointed to hold office,
and such minutes shall be produced when called
for by the Grand Master, the Regional Grand
Master, the Board of General Purposes, or the
daughter Lodge granting the sanction.
Any Officer who is in possession of any property of
a Lodge of Instruction shall, upon ceasing to hold
his office, hand over such property to his successor,
or to such person, or persons as the daughter
Lodge, giving its sanction, or the Grand Master, or
other competent authority, shall direct.

Withdrawal of
sanction from Lodge
of Instruction

110. If a daughter Lodge which has given its
sanction for a Lodge of Instruction being held shall
see fit, it may at any regular meeting withdraw that
sanction by resolution of the Lodge, provided that
notice of intention to withdraw the sanction be
inserted in the summons for the meeting, and at
the same time be communicated to the Secretary
of the Lodge of Instruction. A decision to withdraw
the sanction of Lodge shall be notified to the Lodge
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of Instruction which shall thereupon cease to exist.
The decision shall also be notified to the Regional
Grand Secretary.
Whenever a Lodge of Instruction ceases to exit,
the books, papers, and other documents become
the property of, and must be handed over to the
daughter Lodge under whose sanction it worked
or to the Regional Grand Secretary on behalf of
the Grand Master. The other property of the Lodge
of Instruction shall be disposed of in such a manner
as its members shall properly detemine.
111. Every daughter Lodge has the power of
framing proper bye-law for its government, but no
bye-law nor any alteration thereof shall come into
operation until approved in accordance with these
Rules. The bye-laws and every alteration thereof
must be submitted to the Regional Grand Secretary
for the approval of the Regional Grand Master and
for subsequent transmission to the Grand
Secretary. When finally approved by the Grand
Master, the bye-laws must be printed, and a copy
sent to the Grand Secretary, and the Regional
Grand Secretary.

Bye-Laws

112. The bye-laws shall specify the regular days
and place of meeting of the daughter Lodge, also
the regular meeting for the election of Master,
Treasurer and Tyler, and the regular meeting for
the Installation of Master, which shall be the regular
meeting next following that specified for his election.
There is no power to cancel any regular meeting,
nor may any meeting of the daughter Lodge be held
other than at the specified place and on the
specified day except as otherwise provided in these
Rules. No meeting of a daughter Lodge may be
adjourned nor is an adjournment of any Masonic
Meeting permissible.

nme and Place of
Meeting and
prohibitions of
adjournment

112
(a) Two or more Lodges may hold a joint
meeting which shall not be considered a regular
meeting of any Lodge, by dispensation obtained

Joint Meetings
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from the Grand Master for the purpose of
felicitation , award of long term service jewel ,
memorial service or for any other purpose as the
Grand Master may authorise.
b) The Masters of the Lodges proposing to
hold a joint meeting shall appoint any Master or
Past Master in any of the Lodges to act as the
Master and any one member of any of the Lodges
as the Organising Secretary for the purpose of the
Joint meeting.
c) The summons for the joint meeting shall
be issued by the Organising Secretary under the
authority of the member designated to be the
Master of the joint meeting.
d) The Master of the joint meeting shall
appoint protem officers for the joint meeting.
e) Each of the Lodges holding the joint
meeting shall minute the proceedings of the joint
meeting in its minutes book.
Submission to byelaws

113. A copy of the bye-laws shall be delivered to
the Master on his installation , either in physical or
electronic format, and his acceptance thereof shall
be deemed to be solemn pledge on his part that he
will observe and enforce them .

Summons

113A. A copy of sum mans of every meeting can be
sent to all brethren in electronic format also.
Every Brother shall be supplied with a printed copy
of the bye-laws of the daughter Lodge when he
becomes a member, and his acceptance thereof
shall be deemed to be a declaration of his
submission to them .

Prohibited days for
meetings

114. In no case shall a meeting of the Grand
Lodge or of a Regional Grand Lodge or any of the
daughter Lodge be held upon Republic Day (26th
January), Independence Day (15th August) , or
Mahatma Gandhi's Birthday (2nd October).
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In case the specified day for the regular meeting of
a daughter Lodge shall fall on any of the above
days , then the meeting shall be held on such other
day (being not more than seven days after the
S1)ecified day) as the Master shall direct.

Meeting failing upon
prohibited days

115. If in any daughter Lodge it should be desired
to hold a regular meeting upon a day other than
the specified day then the Regional Grand Master
may on good cause shown , grant a dispensation
for the holding of such meeting on an alternative
day being not more than fourteen days before nor
more than fourteen days after the specified day.

Altering days of
meeting by
dispensation

For the purpose of computing the interval of four
weeks mentioned in Rule 147 a meeting shall
always be considered as having been held on the
actual day on which it was held and not on the
specified day for which such actual day was
substituted . For all other purposes a meeting held
on an alternative day shall be deemed to have been
held on the specified date.

Computation of four
weeks interval in
Rule 147

116. An emergency Meeting of a Lodge may be
held after obtaining a dispensation from the
Regional Grand Master. An emergency meeting of
a Lodge may be called by the authority of the
Master, or if he be not available, then the Immediate
Past Master or if he be not available , then of the
Senior Warden , or, of he be not available, then of
the Junior Warden . No business which these Rules
require to be transacted only at a regular meeting
shall be transacted at an emergency meeting , and
the business to be transacted there at shall be only
such business as stated in the dispensation and
printed on the summons convening the meeting,
nor shall the minutes of any previous meeting be
read or confirmed at an emergency meeting except
in so far as any such minutes relate to or affect the
validity of the business so mentioned.

Emergency Meetings

117. Notwithstanding anything contained in the
warrant, any daughter Lodge may be removed from

Removal of Lodges
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one house/place to another, if the following
provisions are strictly complied with :
a) If at any regular meeting a notice of
motion for the removal of the Lodge signed by not
fewer than seven subscribing members be given,
the Master shall cause such motion , which may
also propose a consequential alteration of the days
of meeting, to be placed on the summons for the
next regular meeting or for an emergency meeting
called for the sole purpose of considering and finally
deciding the motion , for either of which not less
than seven days notice shall be given.
b) The motion shall not be carried unless
ivv'o-thirds of the members voting shall vote in favour
of it and, if carried , shall effect, subject to all
necessary approvals, the appropriate alterations in
the bye-laws of the Lodge.
Consent for removal

c) No Lodge shall be removed without the
consent of the Grand Master, and, if the removal
be from one Region to another, the consent of both
the Regional Grand Masters concerned must be
first obtained.

Removal to be
recorded

d) When a Lodge shall have resolved to alter
its place or place and day of meeting, a copy of the
bye-laws shall forthwith be submitted for approval
in accordance with Rule 111 together with a copy
of the minutes relating to such alterations.

Temporary removal

e) If it is desired permanently to remove the
Lodge and it is not possible at once to specify a
particular place of future meeting, the Master shall
apply for an appropriate dispensation or appropriate
dispensations in accordance with Rule 118. The
dispensation, if granted shall be for such period as
is specified therein and shall authorise the Lodge
to meet and carry on its business until the provisions
of these Rules have been , complied with .

Removal of Lodges
for one meeting

118. If any meeting of a daughter Lodge is not to
be held at its regular place for any reason
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whatsoever, the Lodge shall forthwith apply to the
Regional Grand Master for a dispensation to meet
at a specified place to carry on the general business
of the Lodge, and if the specified place be outside
the area of jurisdiction in which the Lodge regularly
meets, a dispensation shall be applied for from each
of the authorities concerned . The application for
dispensation shall be accompained by a copy of
the agenda for such meeting and no business shall
be transacted at the said meeting except as shown
on the Agenda.
119. All property of a daughter Lodge not vested
in special trustees belongs to, and is the property
of the Master and Wardens for the time being in
trust for the members of the Lodge. If any Lodge
shall pledge its jewels and furniture or any part
thereof, or permit or suffer any charge or lien
thereon to arise or to be created, then its Warrant
is liable to be forfeited.

Property, Furniture,
Jewels, Books,
Papers etc. of a
Lodge

Every member of a daughter Lodge is bound, on
ceasing to hold an office in the Lodge, forthwith to
hand over to his successor in such office all books,
papers, documents and other property, if any, in
his possession or under his control by virtue of his
having held such office.
119A. The books, papers, jewels, clothing and
paraphernalia, all funds and all other immoveable
and moveable assets of any Lodge are inalienable
except to Grand Lodge, or with the permission of
the Board of General Purposes of the Grand Lodge.

Property lnalienanble
except to Grand
Lodge

120. Every daughter Lodge shall keep a Minute
Book in which the Master or the Secretary shall
regularly enter from time to time.

Minutes

Firstly :The names of all persons initiates passed
or raised in the Lodge, or becoming members
thereof with dates of their proposal, initiation,
passing and raising or admission respectively
together with the ages, addresses, title and
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professions or occupations.
Secondly - The names of all members present at
each meeting of the Lodge and of all visiting
Brethren, with the names and number of the Lodges
and their Masonic Ranks.
__

Lodge Subscription

Thirdly- Minutes of all the proceedings of the Lodge.
The minutes of each meeting of a daughter Lodge
shall at the regular meeting next following be read
and submitted for confirmation as a true record of
fact.
121. All members entitled to the same privileges
of a daughter Lodge must pay annually the same
amount of subscription save that, if the bye-laws
so provide, smaller rate of annual subscription may
be fixed for members who, for some cause
satisfactory to the Lodge, are not in a position to
enjoy such privileges regularly.
No daughter Lodge may by its bye-laws or
otherwise provide that any subscribing member
thereof shall not be entitled to receive summons or
be disqualified from holding office therein but a
Lodge may in its bye-laws provide that members
who are in default in the payment of their
subscriptions for some specific period, not less than
three months after their becoming due, shall be
deprived while so in default of all or any of the rights
of voting , proposing or seconding candidates, and
being appointed or elected to offices.

Half yearly Returns of
members

122. Every daughter Lodge, by its Secretary, shall
within three months after 30th June & 31 st
December of each year transmit to the Grand
Secretary on a printed form which he will provide,
the persons who during the half yearly periods
ending 30th June & 31st December, are its
subscribing members specifying in the case of
every member who during the half yearly period
was initiated in or passed or raised in or for the
Lodge, the date of every such ceremony and in the
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case of every member who joined or rejoined the
Lodge during the half yearly period, the date of
joining or rejoining and the name and number of
every Lodge to which he then belonged and in the
case of all new members (whether by initation or
joining or rejoining) their ages, addresses titles and
professions or occupations. Particulars shall also
be given in the returns of the dates of election to
Honorary Membership; and of the death,
resignations or exclusions of subscribing members,
which have occurred during such half yearly periods
and in respect of each subscribing member the
number of every Lodge under the Grand Lodge or
otherwise of which he is a subscribing member.
Such returns shall be signed by the Master and
Secretary and it shall be the duty of every daughter
Lodge to keep a register of its subscribing members
and to enter therein all the particulars which are
required to be specified on the returns.
123. Every daughter Lodge when it makes the
return required by the proceeding Rule shall remit
the proper fees and contributions in respect of every
member whose name appears thereon, irrespective
of whether the subscription has been paid or not.

Remittance of fees ,
etc.

124. Should the subscription of a member of any
Lodge remain unpaid for one full year at the
expiration of the period he shall cease to be a
member of all Lodges, provided such a member,
has been duly served with a notice by Registered
post with acknowledgement due of-being in arrears
of the subscription amount and the member fails
to make payment within 30 days of receipt of the
notice. A copy of such notice shall also be sent to
the Regional Grand Secretary.

Cessation of
Membership when
one year in arrears

The fact of cessation shall be reported to the Lodge
at the next regular meeting and recorded in the
minutes and shall be forthwith notified to the Grand
Secretary. The provisions of Rules 9A, 138,150 and
157 shall apply in the case of a Brother ceasing to
be a member under this Rule as if he had been
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excluded by vote.
Such a member can only become a member again
by regular proposition and ballot according to Rule
138 provided he has made payment of the arrears
of all Lodges, which will be a condition precedent
of his election.
This Rule shall not prevent any daughter Lodge
proceeding against any of its members under Rule
156 in respect of sums due for a shorter period
than one year, if so provided in its bye-laws.
Cessation of
Membership of all
Lodges under the
Grand Lodge

124A. A brother shall cease to be a member of all
Lodges under the Grand Lodge:
i) if he is a subscribing member of a Lodge
or Lodges under a recognised Grand Lodge, and
after 1st August, 1992 he either (a) joins a Lodge
under the Grand Lodge or (b) petitions for the
consecration of a new Lodge under the Grand
Lodge and continues his membership of a Lodge
or Lodges under a recognised Grand Lodge for
twelve months after his joining a Lodge under the
Grand Lodge or the consecration of the new Lodge,
as the case may b_e; or
ii) If after 1st August, 1992 he joins or rejoins
a Lodge under a recognised Grand Lodge;
or
iii) If after 24th November 1961, he had
joined or rejoined a Lodge or Lodges not under the
Grand Lodge and continues on 1 st August 1992,
to be a subscribing member of such Lodge or
Lodges and if he does not on or before 30th June
1993 either (a) obtain a dispensation from the
Grand Master permitting continuation of his
membership of each Lodge under the Grand Lodge
or (b) cease to be a subscribing member of a Lodge
or Lodges under a recognized Grand Lodge; or
(iv) If after 1st August 1992, he proposes or
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seconds the name of a person for membership of
a Lodge under a recognized Grand Lodge without
first obtaining from such person a written
confirmation that he has been informed of the
existence of the Grand Lodge and of the option of
joining of a Lodge under the Grand Lodge, and
submitting the same to the concerned Regional
Grand Secretary.
When a brother ceases to be a member under this
rule it shall be reported to the Lodge or Lodges as
soon as practicable possible at its regular meeting
and recorded in the minutes of the meeting and
shall also be forthwith notified to the Grand
Secretary, and also to the Regional Grand
Secretary. The provisions of Rules 9,138, 150 and
157 shall apply in the case of a brother ceasing to
be a member under this Rule, as if he had been
excluded by vote.
Explanation : The expression "a Lodge or Lodges
under a recognized Grand Lodge" in this Rule shall
mean a Lodge under any Grand Lodge recognized
by the Grand Lodge and which under its charter
holds its meeting within the Republic of India"
1248 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Rule
(i) Any Brot_
her, who was a member of a Lodge or
Lodges under the said Grand Lodge(s) as also of
a Lodge or Lodges under the Grand Lodge on 31st
July 1992, but ceased to be a member of the Lodge
or Lodges under the Grand Lodge by operation of
Rule 124A or by reason of his resignation shall
without obtaining dispensation, be entitled to apply
for membership of a Lodge or Lodges under the
Grand Lodge within 12 months of the respective
date(s) on which each of the said Grand Lodge(s)
restore amity with the Grand Lodge.
(ii) Any Brother, who is a subscribing
member of a Lodge or Lodges under the Grand
Lodge and also a member of a Lodge or Lodges
under the said Grand Lodge(s) on 31st July 1992,
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and had resigned from membership of a Lodge or
Lodges under the said Grand Lodge(s) shall without
obtaining dispensation , be entitled to apply for
membership of a Lodge or Lodges under the said
Grand Lodge(s) within 12 months of the respective
date (s) on which each of the said Grand Lodge (s)
restore amity with the Grand Lodge.
(iii) The provisions or Rule 124-A(iv) shall
not apply to any Brother proposing or seconding
any Brother for membership of a Lodge or Lodges
under the Grand Lodge under clause (ii) of Sub
Rule 2 of this Rule.
124B (2) For the purposes of this Rule the United
Grand Lodge of England, the Grand Lodge of
Scotland and the Grand Lodge of Ireland have been
referred to as "the said Grand Lodge(s)".
Returns by Lodges in
Regions

125. Each daughter Lodge shall make returns
similar to those required to be made to the Grand
Secretary once in each half year, to the Regional
Grand Secretary, and transmit therewith all money
payable to the Regional Grand Lodge.

Rights of Brethren
not prejudiced by
neglect to make
returns etc.

126. To prevent injury to individuals, by being
excluded from the privileges of Masonry through
neglect in not registering their names or not paying
their Grand Lodge dues , any brother so
circumstanced on producing sufficient proof that
he had paid the full fees to his Lodge including the
registration fee, shall not suffer any disability by
reason of such neglect, and the offending daughter
Lodge shall be reported to the Board of General
Purposes for detaining moneys which are property
of the Grand Lodge.

Annual Installation
Return

127. Every daughter Lodge, by its Secretary, shall
annually, immediately after the installation of the
Master, make a return to the Grand Secretary of
the Master, Wardens and Past Masters of the
Lodge and of all members who claim to be entitled
to attend the Grand Lodge as Past Masters, under
Rule 9 having served the office of Master in some
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other Lodge, specifying the Lodge in which each
of them has served the office of the Master and no
Brother shall be permitted to attend the Grand
Lodge unless his name shall appear in such return.
This return shall also contain the full names and
addresses of the Master and Secretary, both of
whom shall sign the return .
128. If any daughter Lodge shall neglect to make
its return and payments to the Grand Lodge for a
period of six months after the same are due
according to these regulations, it shall be liable to
erasure or to a lesser penalty under Rule 154 and
in addition the Board of General Purposes may
impose such penalty as it considers fitting upon
any of the members of the Lodge who have been
responsible for the neglect. The Master, Wardens
and Past Masters shall not be permitted to attend
the Grand Lodge or sit upon any Board or
Committee by virtue of any qualification derived
from a daughter Lodge until the proper returns and
payments to the Grand Lodge from that Lodge have
been made.

Penalty for neglect to
make returns

128 (a) M.W.The Grand Master may, in consultation
with the Board of General Purposes of the Grand
Lodge of India, and on the recommendation of the
Regional Grand Master, waive the submission of
returns and payment of dues by any Lodge subject
to such conditions as may be imposed by
M.W.Grand Master having regard to circumstances
of the case.
129. All moneys due to, or held for, the daughter
Lodges shall be paid or remitted to the Treasurer
direct, who shall without undue delay deposit the
same in an account in the name of Lodge at a Bank
to be approved by resolution of the Lodge. The
Treasurer shall make such payments as are duly
authorised, or have been sanctioned by the Lodge.
All cheques must be signed by any two of the
following viz. the Treasurer, and either the Master
or the Secretary.
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Treasurer's duties and
Lodge accounts

The Treasurer shall regularly enter a complete
record of all moneys passing through his hands in
the proper books of accounts, which shall be the
property of the Lodge and which, together with all
Lodge funds and property in his possession shall
be transferred to his successor upon investiture.
He shall prepare a statement of accounts annually,
at a date to be determined by the members,
showing the exact financial position of the Lodge,
which statement shall be verified and audited by a
Committee of members of the Lodge annually
elected for that purpose. Copies of the accounts
and of the certificate signed by this Audit Committee
that all balances have been checked and that
accounts have been duly audited shall be sent to
all members of the Lodge together with the
Summons convening the Meeting at which they are
to be considered . Such meeting shall not be later
than the third REGULAR MEETING after the date
to which the accounts are made up. The books of
accounts shall be produced for inspection in open
Lodge at such meeting or on other suitable
occasion also if required by a resolution of the
Lodge.
Lodge Committees

130. Daughter Lodge, if authorised by its byelaws, may appoint a Committee of its members for
the purposes of considering and reporting upon
proposals for membership of the Lodge. The Lodge
by resolution may specially refer any other matter
to such Comm itte'- (or other Committee specially
in open Lodge) for consideration and reporter with
power to act within such lim its as the Lodge may
define, but no Committee can be invested with any
general executives powers. Any Committee may
submit to the Lodge for consideration any matter
which it may deem to be for the benefit of the Lodge.
The Master ex-officio shall belong to, and be entitled
to preside over, every Committee of the Lodge.

Lodge may regulate
its own proceedings

131. The members present at any daughter
Lodge duly summoned have an undoubted right to
regulate their own proceedings, provided they are
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consistent with the general laws and regulations of
the Craft, but a protest against any resolution or
proceedings based on the ground of its being
contrary to the laws and usages of the Craft, and
for the purpose of complaining or appealing to a
higher Masonic Authority may be made and such
protest shall be entered in the Minute Book if the
Brother making the protest shall so request.
132. Whenever it shall happen that the votes are
equal upon any question to be decided by a majority
either by ballot or otherwise, the Master in the Chair
or the Warden ruling the daughter Lodge shall give
a second or casting vote.

Voting

133. No person shall be made a Mason while
under the age of twenty-one years except in the
case of sons of Master Masons under Grand
Lodge, who may be proposed at any time after
attaining eighteen years of age. Every candidate
must be a free man and in reputable circumstances.

Qualification for
Initiation

134. If a candidate for initiation seeks admission
to a daughter Lodge in a locality in which he has
neither a permanent residence nor a regular place
of business or employment, he shall state in writing
his reason for so doing , and his reason for not
seeking admission to a Lodge in the locality of his
residence or principal place of business. In such a
case, the Lodge to which he seeks admission , upon
the receipt of a proposal form for Initiation shall
forthwith make enquiries as to the candidate's
suitability from the Masonic Authority having
jurisdiction over the locality of his residence or
principal place of business. A candidate coming
within the provisions of this Rule shall not be
proposed in open Lodge until the Masonic Authority
has replied to the enquiries.

Enquiries as to
candidate from other
localities

EXPLANATION: Masonic Authority, in the context
of this Rule means the Regional Grand Master of
the Region where the Candidate has his residence
or principal place of business.
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Candidates for
Initiation

135. Except as provided by Rule 136, a candidate
for initiation may be proposed and seconded at a
regular meeting only, and he must be balloted for
at the next regular meeting. If the ballot be not so
taken the proposal shall lapse. The particulars
required of the candidate as well as of his proposer
and seconder, shall be furnished to the secretary
of the Lodge previously to the meeting of the Lodge
at which the proposal is to be made. For this
purpose the printed form of application approved
by the Board of General purposes and for the time
being in use must be employed. Copies of such
printed form will be supplied by the Grand Secretary.
The proposer and seconder of a candidate must
either be subscribing members of the daughter
Lodge or be qualified in this respect by Rule 142:
the candidate must be personally known to them
and they must be able to state that he is a man of
good reputation and well fitted to become a member
of the Lodge. When a candidate is not initiated on
the day of his election , the date of such election
shall be stated on the summons for the meeting at
which the Initiation is to take place. If a candidate
is not initiated within one year after his election,
the election shall be void. Every Brother upon
initiation shall be supplied with a copy of the Book
of Constitutions, and his acceptance thereof shall
be deemed a declaration of his submission to its
contents.
EXPLANATION : For the purpose of this Rule "a
year" shall mean the period from the meeting at
which the Candidate was elected, upto and
including the corresponding meeting of the Lodge
in next year. Should the election be at an emergency
meeting , the year shall commence to run from the
succeeding regular meeting .

Initiation in case of
urgency

136. In case where the length of the procedure
under Rule 135 would impose serious hardship
upon a prospective candidate, any two members
of a daughter Lodge may send in writing to the
Master, the names, age, profession or occupation
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(if any), and place of abode of the candidate and
the circumstances which in their opinion render it
desirable that such candidate, who must be
personally known to them should be initiated as a
matter of urgency. If in the opinion of the Master
the urgency be real, and that hardship upon the
candidate would be serious, he shall require the
candidate and his proposer and seconder
respectively to furnish the appropriate particulars
to the Secretary of the Lodge on the printed form
of application mentioned in Rule 135, not less than
fourteen days previously to the regular or
emergency meeting of the Lodge at which the
proposal is to be submitted and the ballot taken,
and the candidate if elected is to be thereupon
initiated.

'---

A statement by the Master of the cause of the
urgency and the nature of the hardship shall in every
case be specified in the summons (issued in
accordance with Rule 139) for the regular or
emergency meeting at which the proposal is to be
submitted . The Master, previously to the ballot being
taken, shall state in open Lodge the cause of the
urgency and the nature of the hardship, and such
matters be recorded in the Lodge minutes.
137. Every candidate before his initiation must
subscribe his name at full length to a declaration
of the following import viz.
To the Master, Wardens, Officers and Members of
the Lodge .... No .... l .................... being a free man,
and of the full age of twenty-one-years, do declare
that, unbiased by the improper solicitations of
friends , and uninfluenced by mercenary or other
unworthy motive, I do freely and voluntarily offer
myself a candidate for the mysteries of Masonry;
that I am prompted by favourable opinion
pre-conceived of the Institution and a desire for
knowledge and that I... will cheerfully conform to
all the antient usages and the established customs
of the Order.
Witness my hands, this day of Witness .................. ..
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Declaration by
candidates

Joining Members

138(i) A Brother desiring to become a joining or
rejoining member of a daughter Lodge must be
proposed and seconded at a regular meeting only.
He must be balloted for at the next regular meeting.
If the ballot be not so taken , the proposal shall be
void. If elected, he shall be deemed to have become
a member of the daughter Lodge immediately.
The particulars required of the candidate, as well
as of his proposer and seconder shall be furnished
to the Secretary of the Lodge previously to the
meeting of the Lodge at which the proposition is to
be made. For this purpose the printed form of
application mentioned in Rule 135 must be
employed. The proposer and seconder of a
candidate must be qualified in the same manner
and fulfil the same requirements as are mentioned
in Rule 135 and 142 with respect to the proposer
and seconder of a candidate for initiation.

Certificate to be
produced

Before the ballot is taken the candidate must
produce to the Secretary of the Lodge his Grand
Lodge Certificate, and , in accordance with Rule
150, a certificate of good standing from each of
the daughter Lodges of which he is a member to
show that all dues have been paid, as well as a
certificate from each of the daughter Lodges of
which he has ceased to be a member, stating the
circumstances in which he left the Lodge , and
whether at that time all dues were paid, or have
since been paid . If any of such Lodges has ceased
to exist, and the candidate is not in possession of
the necessary certificate, there shall be substituted
a certificate from the Grand Secretary stating all
relevant facts so far as they are known.
If any Brother who has been excluded from a
daughter Lodge or who has resigned without having
complied with its by-laws or the general regulations
of the Craft seeks to join another Lodge, the
circumstances of such exclusion or resignation
shall be stated to the Lodge before the ballot is
taken, the better to enable the Brethren to exercise
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their discretion as to his admission. If a Lodge
accepts such a Brother as a joining member, it shall
be liable for any arrears that may be owing by him
to the Lodge or Lodges from which he has been
excluded or has resigned.
(ii) In the event of a Brother who has been
initiated in a Lodge not under the Grand Lodge
applying to join a daughter Lodge under the Grand
Lodge, the Secretary of the Lodge sh al I, before the
ballot is taken ,' apply to the Regional Grand
Secretary to ascertain that the Grand Lodge under
which the Brother was initiated is recognised by
the Grand Lodge.

Joining Members from
other Jurisdictions

Upon election, or within one year after his election,
the joining Brother shall make the following
declaration:
I ........... ... .. .. .... ..initiated in Lodge ........................ .
No ........ .... ...... on the Register of the Grand Lodge
of ... .......... ...... do solemnly declare that if I am
admitted a member of this Lodge I will adhere to
the Book of Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of
India and promise due obedience to the Grand
Master thereof and to all the Rules and Regulations
of such Grand Lodge".
The declaration shall be made in the daughter
Lodge which the Brother is joining or in some other
Lodge under the Grand Lodge , or in writing
witnessed by a Brother, who shall state the name,
number and jurisdiction (which must be the Grand
Lodge) of the Lodge to which he himself belongs.
The declaration validates the election
retrospectively and must be recorded in the Lodge
Minutes.
A copy of the Book of Constitutions must be
presented to each joining Brother.
139. The particulars required by Rules 135, 136
and 138, when inserted in the printed form of
application, shall be considered by the appropriate
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Election of candidates
for Initiation or joining

Committee of the daughter Lodge or, if there be no
such Committee, by the Master, and read in open
Lodge immediately before the ballot is taken , and ,
if the candidate be elected, the form shall be signed
by the Master and Secretary and sent by the
Secretary to the Grand Secretary for filling when
the registration fee is paid . A duplicate thereof shall
be sent to the Regional Grand Lodge when the
annual returns are made.
In the case of candidate for initiation his :
a)
name
b)
date of birth
c)
profession or occupation (if any)
d)
place or places of abode
e)
business address or addresses
f)
the name of the proposer and seconder and
g)
the date of his proposal in the Open Lodge,
and, in the case of candidate for joining or rejoining ,
the same particulars (except of age), together with
the name and number of the Lodge or Lodges of
which he is and has been a member, shall be
specified in the summons of the meeting at which
the ballot is to take place, and a copy of such
summons shall be sent to each member of the
Lodge at least seven days before the day of such
meeting.
It is competent for a daughter Lodge to specify in
its bye-laws that the form containing the particulars
of a candidate shall be deposited with the Secretary
for a reasonable number of days before the meeting
at which the candidate is to be proposed, such
number being specified in the bye-laws, but the
period of fourteen days mentioned in Rule 136 shall
in no case be abridged.
Rejection on ballot

140. No person shall be made a Mason in, or
admitted a member of a daughter Lodge, unless if
on ballot for initation/joining/rejoining simple
majority of members present and voting in the
Lodge approve the proposals for such Candidate.
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The Bye-Laws of a Lodge may however provide
that a reasonable period as may be specified, shall
elapse before any rejected cand idate can be
proposed again in that Lodge.
141 . Except in the case of serving Brother, every
candidate becomes a subscribing member of the
daughter Lodge upon initiation therein .

Initiate becomes
members

142. A Lodge shall have power, after notice to
place on the summons, to elect as an Honorary
Member any Brother of good standing and worthy
of such distinction by reason of this services to the
Craft, or to the particular daughter Lodge, who is
or within the previous year has been , a subscribing
member of a regular daughter Lodge. The motion
for his election shall be voted on by ballot and
declared carried unless three or more black balls
appear against it. Such Honorary Member, who
shall not be liable for any fees payable to the Lodge
shall possess the right of attending the meetings
of Lodges, but not, unless he ceases to be an
Honorary Member by becoming a subscribing
member of the Lodge in accordance with Rules
138 and 139, of making or voting upon any
proposition or holding any office, in the Lodge. The
Grand Lodge and Regional Grand Lodge dues
under Rules 75, 181 and 182 shall not be paid in
respect of an Honorary Member, and his name shall
not be included in the list of subscribing members
returned to the Grand Lodge in accordance with
Rule 122 or the return required by Rule 127.

Honorary Member

Where , however, the distinction of Honorary
Membership has been conferred upon a Past
Master because of the services he has rendered
to the daughter Lodge, he shall , if he has been
subscribing member thereof, be entitled to propose
or second candidates for admission to the Lodge.
142A. It is competent for a daughter Lodge to
provide in its bye-laws for a Category of life
members in accordance with the guidelines laid
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Life Members

down by the Board of General Purposes from time
to time.
Number of
candidates on the
same day limited

143. No daughter Lodge shall initiate or confer
any one degree on more than two candidates on
the same day, unless by dispensation from the
Regional Grand Master. The application for such
dispensation shall specify the names of the
candidates, the degrees to be conferred and the
special circumstances in which the application is
made.

Fee for Initiation

144
(i). When a person is made a Mason (except
as provided in the following Rule) he shall , on or
before the day of initiation, pay to the daughter
Lodge the initiation fee prescribed in the bye-laws
which shall be not less than the minimum fee
prescribed. No Lodge shall forego or defer the
payment of these sums or any part thereof.

Fee for Joining and
Re-Joining

Initiation and Status
of Serving Brethren

ii) When a Brother is elected as a joining or
rejoining member of a daughter Lodge, he shall on
or before his election pay to daughter Lodge the
joining re rejoining fee prescribed in the Bye- laws.
No Lodge shall forego or defer the payment of the
fee or any part thereof.
145
a).A person may be initiated as a Serving
Brother without any fees by the daughter Lodge
which he is to serve or by any Lodge for the service
of the Grand Lodge or Regional Grand Lodge,
subject to a dispensation first being obtained from
the Grand Master or the Regional Grand Master.
b) Every such initiation and the
circumstances thereof shall be specially notified to
the Grand Secretary in the returns made to him,
and the serving Brother shall be registered free of
expense but shall be obliged to pay for a Special
Grand Lodge Certificate the fee prescribed. A
Brother initiated as a serving Brother can only
become a member of a daughter Lodge by being
elected thereto as a joining member and paying
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thereto the same fee as an initiate therein, but from
and after such election and payment he shall be
entitled to all the rights and privileges to which he
would have been entitled if he had been initiated in
Lodge otherwise than as a Serving Brother. Upon
the first registration of Serving Brother as a joining
member of a Lodge the appropriate fee for the
registration of an initiate shall be paid by such
Lodge, and the Brother shall be entitled to return
the special Grand Lodge Certificate originally
issued to him , in exchange for a Grand Lodge
Certificate of the same aate as his original
Certificate.
146. The member who proposes and the
member who seconds a candidate for Initiation,
Joining or Re-Joining shall be jointly and severally
responsible to the daughter Lodge for all fees
payable under its bye-laws in respect of their
initiation or election as a joining or re-joining
member of such candidate.

Proposer responsible
for fees

147. No daughter Lodge shall confer a degree
on any Brother at less interval than four weeks from
his receiving the previous degree. The Brother may
be advanced to a higher degree at an interval of
not less than one week, instead of four weeks, as
provided above, but only if, after and so far as,
authorised by a dispensation granted by the
Regional Grand Master.

Interval between
degrees

148. No daughter Lodge of which he is not a
member shall pass or raise a brother who has been
initiated in another Lodge except at the written
request of the Master (or in his absence , the
Immediate Past Master or a Warden) and the
Secretary of the Lodge in which he was initiated.

Conferment of
degrees by request

In the case of a request by or on behalf of a Lodge
under a recognised Grand Lodge to have a degree
conferred on a Brother in a Lodge under the Grand
Lodge, the request must be countersigned by the
Grand Secretary of the recognised Grand Lodge
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and by him forwarded to the Grand Secretary for
transmission to the Lodge in which the degree is to
be conferred .
In the converse case a request by or on behalf of a
Lodge under the Grand Lodge to have a degree
conferred on a Brother in a Lodge under a
recognised Grand Lodge, the request must be
countersigned by the Grand Secretary and
forwarded to the Grand Secretary of the recognized
Grand Lodge for transmission to the Lodge in which
degree is to be conferred.
Whenever a Brother has been passed or raised
under any of the provisions of the Rule a document
certifying such passing or raising shall forthwith be
forwarded to the Grand Secretary and to the
daughter Lodge to which the candidate belongs.
Application for Grand
Lodge certificate

149. Applications for Grand Lodge Certificates
referred to in this Rule must be made by the
daughter Lodge in which the Brother has been
initiated to the Grand Secretary, on the appropriate
form provided by him.

Fee for certificate
must be paid

The fee payable for the registration of a Mason in
accordance with Rule 182 shall be paid and sent,
together with the proposal form, on the registration
of a Brother's name by the daughter Lodge in which
he was initiated. No certificate can be issued until
the appropriate fee is paid and the proposal form
duly completed is received.

Who is entitled to
Certificate

Every Brother in good standing shall be entitled to
a Grand Lodge Certificate immediately upon his
being registered in the books of the Grand Lodge
as having received the third degree; but a Brother
may in special circumstances obtain a certificate
of the first or second degree, and, after he has been
advanced to a superior degree, shall be entitled
free of charge to exchange such certificate for one
of the superior degrees.
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A Brother's Grand Lodge Certificate should be
presented to him in open Lodge, and the fact
entered in the Minutes, but, in cases where this
cannot conveniently be done, the Certificates shall
be sent to him by registered post and the Secretary
shall report the fact at the next regular meeting of
the Lodge so that it be duly recorded.

Presentation of
Certificate

A Grand Lodge Certificate must immediately upon ·
receipt be signed in the margin by the Brother to
whom it is issued.
In case a Certificate be lost or destroyed, of which
satisfactory proof must be adduced, the Grand
Secretary may issue a duplicate to the Brother to
whom the original was issued upon payment of the
fee prescribed in Rule 182.

Lost certificate

150. A daughter Lodge sh al I grant a certificate
free of charge to a Brother whenever required by
him in each of the following case :

Grant for Certificate by
daughter Lodges

a) When he is a member of the Lodge, a
Certificate to that effect and stating (if such be the
case) that he is not indebted to the Lodge : and
b) When he has been but is no longer a
member of the Lodge , a Certificate stating the
circumstances under which he ceased to be a
member and the date thereof and stating whether
he was at the time indebted to the Lodge and , if
so, whether and at what time such indebtedness
was discharged by him.
The certificate shall be dated, and unless handed
to the Brother himself shall be transmitted by
Registered Post, the envelope being plainly marked
on the outside, "Private and Confidential".
Except as provided by this Rule no daughter Lodge
shall grant a certificate of any kind to a Brother.
151. A person who has in any way been
connected with any organisation which is quasi
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Membership of quasimasonic and other
organizations

Masonic, imitative of Masonry or regarded by the
Grand Lodge as irregular or as incompatible with
the Craft may not be initiated into the Craft except
by leave of the Grand Master.
A Brother who subsequent to his initiation has in
any way been, or is, connected with any such
organisation as above mentioned shall be bound
to disclaim and finally to sever such connections,
or on failure so to do when called upon to do so by
the Grand Master or Regional Grand Master or any
other Masonic Authority nominated by any one of
them shall be liable to suspension or expulsion and
shall not thereafter be entitled to a resumption of
his Masonic privileges or to relief from the Fund of
Benevolence until he shall have petitioned the
Grand Master, made the submission, and obtained
grace.
Note :The actual suspension order in such cases
shall be issued by the Grand Lodge.
Printing Publishing
Proceedings

152. No brother shall publish or cause to be
published anything which according to the
established principles of Masonry ought not to be
published. No Brother, without the consent of the
Regional Grand Master, shall publish or cause to
be published the proceedings of any Lodge.
No Brother, without the like consent shall publish
or circulate or cause to be published or circulated
any document relating to any case before a
regularly constituted masonic tribunal, except that
copies of documents may be furnished for the use
of such tribunal, if sent through the Grand Secretary
or the Regional Grand Secretary or the Chairman
or Secretary of the Board or Committee forming
the tribunal , as the case may require.

Public appearance in
Masonic clothing

153. No Brother shall appear clothed in any of
the jewels, collars or badges of the Craft, in any
procession, meeting or assemblage at which
persons, other than masons are present, or in any
place of public resort, unless the Grand Master shall
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have previously given a dispensation for Brethren
to be there present in Masonic clothing.
154. A daughter Lodge or Brother offending
against any law or regulation of the Craft to the
breach of which no specific penalty is attached shall
at the direction of the Grand Lodge, or of any of its
delegated authorities, or of a Regional Grand
Master, be subject to Admonition , fine or
suspension.

Breaches of
Regulations and fines

If a daughter Lodge be suspended , the members
thereof are not relieved of their responsibility to pay
the dues to the Grand Lodge and each member is
liable for his share of proper expenses incurred by
the Lodge during the period of suspensions.
If a Brother be suspended , the penalty may be
made to apply to his membership of a particular
daughter Lodge or Lodges, or to all , or some only,
of his Masonic privileges, and such Brother remains
liable for his subscription to any Lodge from which
he has been suspended .
If fine be the punishment awarded it shall for the
first offence, be not less than fifty rupees nor more
than seventy-five rupees, for the second offence
of a similar nature within three years, it shall not be
less than one hundred rupees, nor more than one
hundred and fifty rupees, and if the Lodge or Brother
shall refuse to pay the fine or be guilty of a third
offence, within three years Of the second offence,
the Lodge shall be liable to be erased or the Brother
to be expelled .
155. If any Brother behaves in Lodge in such a
manner as to disturb the harmony of the Lodge, he
shall be formally admonished by the Master and if
he persists in his irregular conduct he shall be
punished by censure, fine (not exceeding fifty
rupees) or exclusion for the remainder of the
meeting according to the opinion of the majority of
the members present, or the case may be reported
to higher Masonic authority.
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Misbehaviour in
Lodge

Permanent exclusion

156. Any Lodge may, by resolution exclude any
member for sufficient cause, provided a notice in
writing shall have been served upon him not less
than fourteen days previously to the meeting at
which the complaint is to be considered, together
with the particulars of the complaint made against
him, stating the time and place appointed for its
consideration when he may attend and be heard.
Not less than seven days notice in writing shall also
be served upon each member of the Lodge of the
intention to propose such a resolution. The name
of the Brother concerned shall not appear in the
notice served upon the members of the Lodge. The
notices shall be considered duly served if sent by
post to the last known address of each member,
but in the case of the member against whom the
complaint is made, the notice shall be sent by
registered post, the envelope, being plainly marked
on the outside 'Private and Confidential'. The voting
shall be by ballot and the power of exclusion cannot
be exercised unless two-thirds of the members
present vote in favour of it. The name of every
Brother excluded, from a daughter Lodge with the
cause of the exclusion shall forthwith be sent to
the Regional Grand Secretary and also to the Grand
Secretary.

N.B. The term 'expelled' is only used when a Brother
is removed from the Craft by the Grand Lodge.
Upon a removal of a Brother from a daughter Lodge
the term 'excluded' only is applicable.
Power to reinstate
excluded Brethren

157
(a)lf the Regional Grand Master be satisfied
that any Brother has been excluded without due
cause or that the provisions of Rule 156 have not
been complied with, he may either of his own motion
or on the complaint of the Brother who has been
excluded order him to be reinstated , and may
suspend any daughter Lodge which fails to comply
with that order.
(b) A complaint under this Rule must be
made within three months after the exclusion of
the Brother who makes it.
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(c)An appeal may be made, under Rule 160,
against a decision of a Regional Grand Master, if
the Grand Registrar shall be of opinion that such
decision is one that requires consideration. The
decision of the Grand Lodge on such appeals shall
be final.
158. A member of a daughter Lodge may at any
time resign his membership (either immediately or
as from some later date specified by him at the
time), by notifying such resignation either by a
written notice to the Secretary or orally to the Lodge
at a regular meeting. If the resignation be so notified
to the Secretary he shall (unless it had in the
meantime been withdrawn by a further written
notice to him) communicate it to the Lodge at the
next regular meeting thereof. The resignation, if
notified to the Secretary and reported to the Lodge,
takes effect from the time such notification in writing
was received by the Secretary, or, if communicated
orally to the Lodge, takes effect forth with, or (in
either case) as from the later date(if any) as has
been so specified as above mentioned. No
acceptance of the resignation is necessary and
subject to the following provision , it is, after
notification or communication to the Lodge
irrevocable. Provided, first, that if, when the
resignation is notified or communicated to the
Lodge as aforesaid , the member be desired by a
majority of the members present and voting to
withdraw his resignation, it shall, if within twenty
one days thereafter he does so withdraw it, be
considered cancelled ; and second ly, the
Resignation of a Brother notified or communicated
to a Lodge after a notice has been served upon
him in accordance with Rule 156 that a resolution
is to be proposed to exclude hi m from the Lodge,
cannot be withdrawn , and such resignation does
not prevent the Lodge, considering and voting upon
such resolution if it is so desire, but unless the
Lodge has resolved that the Brother shall be
excluded, it may in such a case proceed in the
manner indicated in the first proviso of this Rule.
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Resignations

Differences and
Complaints

159. Any Masonic question , dispute or difference
other than one coming under Rule 156 or Rule 157,
which cannot be settled between the parties to it,
shall be reduced into writing and delivered to the
Regional Grand Secretary, who shall lay the same
before the Regional Grand Master with a view to
the same being dealt with in accordance with Rules
66, 67 and 69.
Provided that the Regional Grand Master may refer
the matter to the Board for further action as the
Board may consider appropriate.

Appeals

160. Any Lodge or Brother feeling aggrieved by
a decision given under Rules 66 , 67, 157
159,175,176 and 177-A or any of such Rules may
appeal against such a decision to an Appeals Court
constituted pursuant to Rule 188. The appeal must
be made in writing , specifying the particular
grievance complained of, and be transmitted with
all relevant documents to the Grand Secretary,
accompanied by a certificate that duplicates of the
appeal and of such relevant documents have been
sent by the appellant to the authority against whose
decision the appeal is made, and also the opposite
party if any, and upon the receipt of the appeal and
certificates by the Grand Secretary, he shall
forthwith give notice thereof to the authority whose
decision is hereby called in question , and also to
the opposite party if any; and on the hearing of the
appeal the proof of the service of the notice and
copies of the appeal shall , unless admitted be upon
the appellant. Such notice shall be considered duly
served if approved to have been sent by registered
post to the last known address.
No appeal can be entertained unless couched in
proper and respectful language nor unless made
within three months after the decision appealed
from or such , if any, longer period as the Grand
Master may allow.
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161. Whenever the number of subscribing
members of any daughter Lodge, shall be fewer
than five , or there are no subscribing members, or
if the Lodge has failed to meet for one year, the
Lodge shall cease to meet, and the warrant, books
and papers shall be delivered to the Grand Master,
who may, nevertheless, if he thinks proper, grant a
dispensation to enable the members to meet ,
subject to such conditions as he may deem
expedient, until he has finally decided whether the
Lodge shall be continued , or whether its erasure
shall be recommended to the Grand Lodge. In such
event the Grand Master shall have the po~er to
nominate members to the Lodge as subscribing
members who shall from the date of their
nomination be treated as joining members and shall
be liable to pay all fees as such joining members.

Lodgewithlessthan
five members

162. Should a daughter Lodge fail to meet for
one year, it shall be liable to be erased.

Lodge failing to meet

163. Upon the dissolution of a daughter Lodge,
the warrant, together with all books and papers
relating to the affairs of the Lodge, and all its assets
moveable and immoveable must be delivered to
the Grand Master.

Surrender of Warrant

BOARD OF GENERAL PURPOSES

164. The Board shall consist of the Grand Master,
Past Grand Masters, Deputy Grand Master,
Assistant Grand Master, Regional Grand Masters,
Immediate Past Regional Grand Masters, the
Grand Wardens, the Grand Treasurer, the Grand
Registrar, the Deputy Grand Registrar, the
President of the Board of General Purposes, the
Grand Director of Ceremonies and sixteen elected
members of the Grand Lodge. The sixteen
members to be elected to the Board shall be four
from each Region who shall hold a rank not lower
than that of a Past Grand Director of Ceremonies.
The members so elected shall hold office for four
years from the Grand Festival at which their election
is announced under Rule 165.
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Constitution of Board

A Brother who is a subscribing member of a Lodge
under a duly recognised Grand Lodge which under
its Charter holds its meeting within the Republic of
India shall not be eligible to be elected to the Board.
The election in this regard shall be conducted by
the Grand Lodge in accordance with the procedure
prescribed by the Board of General Purposes. In
the first year after the amendment of this rule comes
into force four members from each Region shall
be elected.
Thereafter every year election shall be held only
for the purpose of filling up any vacancies that are
due to arise at the next Grand Festival.
The Grand Secretary shall be ex-officio Secretary
of the Board.
Out of the sixteen elected members, four members,
one from each Region, shall retire by rotation every
year.
After the Grand Festival at which the names of the
elected members are announced under Rule 165,
one elected member from each Region shall retire
by rotation at every subsequent Grand Festival.
The members liable to retire by rotation shall be
those who have been longest on the Board as
elected members since their last election but as
between members whose election was announced
at the same Grand Festival those who are to retire
be determined by drawing of lots. A member who
retires by rotation shall not be entitled to stand for
re-election for a period of four years. "
Appointed Members

165. The names of the elected members shall
be announced at the first Grand Festival held after
the elections and shall be effective from the date
of such Grand Festival.

Casual vacancies

166. In the event of any vacancy amongst the
elected members for any reason whatsoever
except retirement by rotation, the same shall be
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filled up by the Grand Master from a panel of 3
names to be submitted by the concerned Regional
Grand Master. Such person shall remain a member
of the Board till the Grand Festival held next after
an election to the Board of General Purposes is
held in the Region to which such members belong .
If an elected member becomes an ex -officio
member of the Board there shall be a deemed
vacancy from amongst the elected members of the
Region concerned . After such elected members
ceases to be an ex-officio member of the Board he
shall continue as an elected member for the
balance period of his term subject to retirement by
rotation in accordance with Rule 164.
167. The Board may elect annually one of its
members to be Vice President.

Election of VicePresident

168. The Board shall meet in conjunction with
the Communication of the Grand Lodge, at such
date, time and place as the President shall , in
consultation with the Grand Master, decide. It may
also be convened at other times by command of
the Grand Master or by the authority of the
President.

Meetings

169. Five members shall form a quorum and
proceed business except in the hearing and
decision of Masonic complaints for which purpose
at least seven members must be present. All
questions shall be decided by a majority of votes,
the presiding Brother, in case of equality having a
second vote.

Quorum

170. The Board has the administration and
control of the property of the Grand Lodge and the
Regulation of all the affairs of the Grand Lodge,
save and except the powers expressly conferred
on the Grand Master and the Regional Grand
Masters. Generally the Board shall take cognizance
of all matters in any way relating to the Craft.

Case of Property and
affairs of the Grand

171
(i)The Board of General Purposes shall
have control of the finances of the Grand Lodge.

Control of finances
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Lodge

All moneys belonging to the Grand Lodge shall be
deposited in such bank or banks and such accounts
or invested in such manner as the Board may from
time to time determine.
Power to Inspect the
Grand Lodge Books
etc.

(ii) The Board has power to inspect all books
and papers relating to the accounts of the Grand
Lodge, and give such directions as may be
necessary and to require the attendance of any
Brother having possession of any books, papers,
documents or accounts belonging to the Grand
Lodge.

Audit

(iii) The accounts shall be balanced each
year as at the 31st March and shall be audited by a
professional auditor who shall be a Master Mason
elected annually by the Grand Lodge. These
accounts when audited shall be circulated to every
Lodge and presented to the Grand Lodge at the
Regular Communication next following.

Holding Property and
Investment

172. All property and other investments
belonging to Grand Lodge shall be vested in the
following Grand Office-bearers as Trustees exofficio viz., the Grand Master, the President of the
Board of General Purposes, the Grand Secretary
and the Grand Treasurer and their successors from
time to time in these offices , but it shall be
competent for the Board of General Purposes to
resolve that investments may be placed in the name
of the Grand Lodge Bankers as Trustees of the
Grand Lodge and subject to the control of the Board
of General Purposes. No property or investment
shall be purchased or sold and no funds shall be
disposed off without consent and authority of the
Board.

Investments may be
in the name of
Bankers

Purchase or Sale of
Property etc. sanction
required

Recommendations
etc.

173. The Board may recommend or report to the
Grand Lodge or to the Craft whatever it may deem
conducive to the welfare and good government of
the Craft, and every recommendation or report of
the Board , or of any Committee appointed by the
Board, shall, when adopted by the Grand Lodge,
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be treated as binding on the members of the Grand
Lodge, and daughter Lodges and shall be forthwith
communicated by the Grand Secretary to the
Regional Grand Secretaries for the information of
the daughter Lodges.
174. The Board may appoint Commitees for
specific purposes which will consider all matters
having reference to the subject named and shall
report their proceedings to the Board .
175. The Board has authority to hear and
determine all subjects of Masonic complaint or
irregularity respecting daughter Lodges or individual
Masons, if no other remedy is provided in the Book
of Constitutions.

Committees

Power of adjudicate

The members of the Board shall wear Masonic
clothing when investigating any charge or complaint
involving the attendance of Brethren other than
members of the Board.
176. The Board may admonish, fine or suspend ,
according to the laws; and its decision shall be final
unless an appeal be made to the Grand Lodge. If
in the opinion of the Board , a daughter Lodge ought
to be erased or a Brother expelled, the Grand
Secretary shall lay the matter before an Appeals
Court constituted pursuant to Rule 188.

Disciplinary Powers

177. In case of any charge or complaint affecting
a member of the Board or daughter Lodge to which
he belongs, such member shall withdraw while the
Board considers its decision.

Complaints affecting
members

177A. The Board may summon all or any of the
officers of a Lodge to attend the Board or a
Committee thereof and to produce the Warrant,
book, papers, and accounts of the Lodge and may
summon any Brother to attend and produce his
Grand Lodge Certificate and any other Masonic
documents in his possession. If any such summons
be not complied with and no explanation is offered
or the Board is not satisfied with the explanation, if
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Power to summon
Officers and Brethren

any, it may require such officers or any of them or
any such Brother as the case may be to show cause
in writing within a time stated why the case should
not be treated as one of contumacy and , unless
within such time a written explanation be given to
the satisfaction of the Board , it may inflict upon the
Officer or Officers so required and in addition or
alternatively upon the Lodge or upon such Brother
as the case may be, the penalty of admonition . The
Board may retain any Warrant, books, papers,
accounts or Grand Lodge Certificates produced
pursuant to a summons made under this Rule.
Communications to
the Board

178. All petitions or representations of any kind
to the Board must be made in writing and duly
signed.

Precedence of
business

179. Any matter specially referred to the Board
by the Grand Master shall have precedence of all
other business. ·

Minutes

180. All transactions and resolutions of the Board
shall be entered in the minutes book.
SCHEDULE OF FEES & CONTRIBUTIONS

Honour Fees

181 . Every Brother on his appointment to any of
the under mentioned offices or to the corresponding
past rank, shall pay the fee specified below or such
fee as may be determined by the Board of General
Purposes from time to time as a donation, provided
that, on promotion to an office or rank for which a
higher fee is payable than for the one he then holds,
he shall only pay the diference between the two
fees. The Board of General Purposes will also
decide from time to time what proportion of the
Honour Fees shall be credited to the Fund of
Benevolence.
Grand Master
Deputy Grand Master
Assistant Grand Master
Regional Grand Master
Senior Grand Warden
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Rs. 25000
Rs.23000
Rs.23000
Rs. 21000

Junior Grand Warden
Rs. 19000
Rs. 17000
Grand Chaplain
Grand Treasurer
Rs. 17000
Grand Registar
Rs. 16000
Deputy Grand Registrar
Rs. 15000
President Board of General Purposes Rs. 15000
Grand Secretary
Rs.14000
Grand Director of Ceremon ies
Rs. 14000
Senior Grand Deacon
Rs. 13000
Junior Grand Deacon
Rs. 12000
Grand BearerofV.S.L.
Rs.11000
Grand Sword Bearer
Rs.10000
Deputy Grand Director of Ceremonies Rs. 9000
Deputy Grand Sword Bearer
Rs. 8500
Grand Superintendent of Works
Rs. 7500
Assistant Grand Secretary
Rs.7500
Assistant Grand Director of Ceremonies Rs, 6500
Assistant Grand Sword Bearer
Rs. 6000
Grand Standard Bearer
Rs.5500
Assistant Grand Standard Bearer
Rs.5000
Grand Organist
Rs.4500
Grand Marshal
Rs.4000
Grand Inner Guard
Rs.3500
Assistant Grand Inner Guard
Rs.3000
Rs. 2500
President of Grand Stewards
Vice-President of Grand Stewards
Rs. 2000
Grand Steward
Rs.1500
Grand Tyler
Rs.1000
Any holder of the active rank will pay
an additional fee in the year inwhich
Rs. 100
appointed to the office.
FEES etc.

182. The following fees shall be payable or such
fees as may be determined by the Board of General
Purposes from time to time for:
A Deputy Regional Grand Master
for registration in the Grand Lodge
Books

Rs. 1500

An Assistant Regional Grand Master

Rs. 1200
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for registration in the Grand Lodge
Books
Warrant for a new Lodge

Rs. 2000

Warrant for a Centenary Jewel

Rs. 2000

Warrant of confirmation

Rs.1000

Dispensation by the Grand Master
Rs. 1000
(except Dispenstion under Rule 112A)
Registration of a Mason on initiation
or on joining from a Lodge not under
the Grand Lodge. {The fees include
Grand Lodge Certificate)
On joining from a Lodge under
the Grand Lodge

Rs. 200

Founders Fee

Rs. 200

Duplicate Grand Lodge Certificate

Rs. 300

Serving Brother Certificate

Rs. 200

Corrected Certificate

Rs. 200

Rs.200

Installed Master's Certificate
Rs. 200
(to be collected by the Lodge concerned
prior to his installation and remitted to
Grand Lodge immediately thereafter)
For registering bye-laws

Rs. 300

For registering amendments to bye-laws Rs. 200
Every Grand and Past Grand Officer

Rs. 100

Every Past Master not holding
any Grand Rank

Rs. 100

Reigning Master

Rs. 100

Senior Warden

Rs.100

Junior Warden

Rs.100

Dispensation under Rule 124A (iii)
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Rs. 1000

ANNUAL DUES:

Every Lodge for each of its members
upto a maximum of

Rs. 1000

Any member of Grand Lodge shall have the option
to pay a sum of Rs. 1200/- or such fees as may be
determined by the Board of General Purposes from
time to time at any one time and on such payment
being made, he shall not be liable thenceforth to
pay any annual dues in future. If such member has
ceased to be a subscribing member of any daughter
Lodge under the Grand Lodge or for any other
reason he shall not be entitled to any refund out of
the said sum of Rs.1200/-. On his again becoming
a member of the Grand Lodge he shall be liable to
pay annual dues as mentioned in this Rule and the
said sum of Rs. 1200/- previously paid by him will
not apply to such annual dues but he shall have an
option to pay another sum of Rs. 1200/- in
commutation of his future annual dues.
APPEALS COURTS

183. Appeals Courts shall be constituted from a
Commission consisting of the panel hereinafter
mentioned of twentyone members.

Constitution

184. A panel of not less than five Brethren from
which the Presiding Officer of an Appeals Court
shall be chosen shall be appointed annually by the
Grand Master, and may so long, as they remain
eligible be reappointed as often as the Grand
Master may see fit.

Panel

If a member of the panel shall die or resign or
become disqualified the Grand Master may appoint
an eligible Brother to fill the vacancy.
185. No Brother shall be eligible for the panel or
as member of the Commission if and so long as
he is a Regional Grand Master or a member of the
Board of General Purposes.
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Disqualification

Members

186. Five members of the Commission shall be
appointed annually by the Grand Master at the
Grand Festival Communication of the Grand Lodge,
and the remaining sixteen members shall be
nominated by the Regional Grand Masters at the
rate of four from each Region. The names of the
representatives so nominated by the Regional
Grand Masters shall also be announced at the
Grand Festival Communication of the Grand Lodge
in November of each year.

Casual Vacancy

187. Any casual vacancy in the number of
members appointed by him shall be filled by the
Grand Master. Similarly, if there is any vacancy in
the number of members appointed by the Regional
Grand Masters, the Regional Grand Master of the
Region to which a member who has ceased to be
a member of the Commission belonged, shall
appoint a duly qualified Brother to serve in his stead
for the remainder of the term. Such appointment
shall be made by the Regional Grand Masters and
notified to the Grand Secretary within twentyeight
days after the vacancy occurs, or, in default, shall
be made by the Grand Master.

Selection of Appeals
Court

188. An Appeals Court shall consist of one
member of the panel who shall preside and not
less than two other members of the Commission.
Whenever it is necessary to constitute an Appeals
Court, the Grand Master shall select a member of
the panel to preside, and the Brother so selected
shall nominate the other members of the Court. All
questions shall be determined by a majority of
votes, the presiding Brother in case of equality
having a second or casting vote. The Appeals court
once constituted shall continue until its decision is
delivered.

Recommendations
for Erasure or
Expulsion

189. Whenever the Grand Secretary shall receive
a report under Rule 68 recommending the erasure
of Lodge for misconduct or expulsion of a Brother
or such a recommendation be made under Rule
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176, he shall cause it to be laid before an Appeals
Court which shall deal with it in one of the following
ways:
(a) If the Appeals Court shall be of opinion
that the recommendations should proceed, it shall
direct the Grand Secretary to inform the Board of
General Purposes which shall cause the report to
be placed in the Paper of Business for the next
convenient meeting of the Grand Lodge and shall
also cause the Master and Wardens of the Lodge
or the Brother concerned as the case may be to be
summoned by not less than twentyeight days
previous notice in writing to answer the complaint
in person in the Grand Lodge or to make answer in
writing if they or he prefer.
(b) The Appeals Court may substitute any
penalty authorised by Rule 154.
(c)

The Appeals Court may dismiss the

case.
(d) The Appeals Court shall have discretion
to pass such orders as to costs as it may consider
proper.
190. On any appeal to an Appeals Court under
Rule 160 the following provisions shall apply:
(a) The Appeals Court may confirm or
rescind the decision or may vary the same by
increasing or reducing the penalty or by substituting
a recommendation to the Grand Lodge for the
expulsion of a Brother or the erasure of a Lodge
for misconduct.
(b) The decision of an Appeals Court shall
be final and binding on the parties to the appeal
and they shall be notified thereof by the Grand
Secretary as soon as possible.
(c) Every Appeals Court shall have the
power conferred upon the Board of General
Purposes by Rule 177A.
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Power of Appeals
Court

(d) The Appeals Court shall have discretion
to pass such orders as to costs as it may consider
proper.
Rule of Procedure of
Appeals Court

191
(a) Subject as aforesaid the Commission
may from time to time make, alter and rescind rules
of procedure which shall be observed by every
Appeals Court and be binding on all parties.
(b) Whenever it is desired to exercise the
power conferred by pararaph (a) of th is Rule, the
Grand Master shall select a member of the panel
to preside over a spec ial meeting of the
Commission to be convened by the Grand
Secretary for the purpose. Such meeting shall have
power to adjourn from time to time and place to
place and to appoint a Sub-Committee to consider
the matter and report thereon to an adjourned
meeting or meetings. For the purposes of any such
meeting or adjourned , meeting nine shall form a
quorum : the decision shall be by simple majority
vote and the Presiding Officer shall have a second
or casting vote.
(c) The Commissions shall report in writing
to the Grand Master once in every year during the
last week in May.
REGALIA, CLOTHING, INSIGNIAAND JEWELS

Clothing and Insignia

192. The regalia , clothing, insignia and jewels to
be worn are as hereinafter prescribed , and no
Brother shall be admitted into any meeting of the
Grand Lodge , Regional Grand Lodge or any
daughter Lodge without the appropriate masonic
clothing .
Notwithstanding anything contained in these Rules,
daughter Lodges, which have different sets of
regalia and Jewels for their Officers in accordance
with their practice before the inauguration of Grand
Lodge, shall have the option of continuing their use
for so long as desired.
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193. The Appendix of illustrations and description
is hereby declared to be part of these Rules.

Appendix

194. No Masonic Jewel, medal , device, or
emblem shall be worn in the Grand Lodge, Regional
Grand Lodge or any daughter Lodge, unless it
appertains to, or is consistent with, those degrees
which are recognised and acknowledged by the
Grand Lodge in the preliminary declaration to these
Rules, as part of pure Antient Masonry, and has
been approved or sanctioned by the Grand Master,

Unauthorised Insignia

JEWELS

195. The Jewels of the Officers of the Grand
Lodge are composed of an emblem in the Centre
which (other than those of the Grand Master, the
Deputy Grand Master, the Assistant Grand Master,
the Regional Grand Master, the Senior Grand
Warden and the Junior Grand Warden) is enclosed
within the two circles containing the wreath
composed of sprig of acacia and an ear of corn,
the diameters of the Jewel being 7.0 c.m.

Grand Officer's Jewels

196. The following are the particular emblems of
the Jewels authorised by Grand Lodge.

Emblems of Jewel

GRAND MASTER The Compasses extended to
45° with the segment of a circle at the points and a
gold plate included on which is to be represented
an eye within a triangle, both irradiated.
DEPUTY GRAND MASTER :The Compasses and
Square united with a five pointed star in the centre.
ASSISTANT GRAND MASTER The Compasses
and Square.
REGIONAL GRAND MASTER : The Compasses
and Square, with a five pointed star within a double
circle having the name of the Region embossed
upon the upper part of the circle.
SENIOR GRAND WARDEN The Level.
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JUNIOUR GRAND WARDEN : Plumb Rule.
GRAND CHAPLAIN : A book within a triangle,
surmounting glory.
GRAND TREASURER : A chased Key.
GRAND REGISTRAR: A scroll with seal appended.
DEPUTY GRAND REGISTRAR: As for the Grand
Registrar with the word "Deputy" above the double
circle.
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF GENERAL
PURPOSES : Arms and the crest of the Grand
Lodge with the motto below.
GRAND SECRETARY Two pens saltirewise tied
by a ribbon .
GRAND DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES Two rods
saltirewise tied by a ribbon.
SENIOR GRAND DEACON: Dove and olive branch
with the word "Senior" above the double circle.
JUNIOR GRAND DEACON: Dove and olive branch
with the word "Junior" below the double circle.
GRAND BEARER OF V.S.L.: An open book laid
on two palm ; leaves saltirewise.
GRAND SWORD BEARER Two swords saltirewise
with a ribbon across the centre.
DEPUTY GRAND DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES:
As for the Grand Director of Ceremonies with the
word "Deputy" above the double circle.
DEPUTY GRAND SWORD BEARER : As for the
Grand Sword Bearer, with the word "Deputy" above
the double circle.
GRAND SUPERINTENDENT OF WORKS : A
semicircular protractor.
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ASSISTANT GRAND SECRETARY : As for the
Grand Secretary, with the word "Assistant below
the double circle.
ASSISTANT
GRAND
DIRECTOR
OF
CEREMONIES : As for the Grand Director of
Ceremonies with the word "Assistant" below the
double circle.
ASSISTANT GRAND SWORD BEARER: As for
the Grand Sword Bearer, with the word "Assistant"
below the double circle.
GRAND STANDARD BEARER : Two staves
satirewise tied by a ribbon, flowing from the dexter
a standard of the arms of Grand Lodge and from
the sinistter a standard of the crest of the Grand
Lodge.
ASSISTANT GRAND STANDARD BEARER : As
for the Grand Standard Bearer, with the word
"Assistant" below the double circle.
GRAND ORGANIST: A lyre.
GRAND MARSHAL : A baton and a sword
saltirewise tied by a ribbon.
GRAND INNER GUARD: Arms of the Grand Lodge
surmounting and a sword and rod saltirewise.
ASSISTANT GRAND INNER GUARD : As for the
Grand Inner Guard, with the word "Assistant" below
the double circle.
GRAND STEWARD: A cornucopia between the
legs of a pair of compasses extended upon an
irradiated gold plate within a double circle on which
is embossed "THE GRAND LODGE OF ANTI ENT
FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONS OF INDIA".
VICE PRESIDENT OF GRAND STEWARDS : As
for the Grand Steward with the word ''Vice President
below the double circle.
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PRESIDENT OF GRAND STEWARDS: As for the
Grand Steward , with the word "President" above
the double circle.
GRAND TYLER : A sword within a double circle
on which is embossed the words "THE GRAND
LODGE OF INDIA" and "GRAND TYLER"

197
(i) The jewel of Past Grand Master is
composed of the emblem of his office, namely the
compasses extended to 45° with the segment of a
circle at the points of the compasses but without
gold plate.
Other Past Grand
Officers Jewel except
Past Regional Grand
Masters

(ii) The Jewel of every Past Grand Officer
except Past Regional Grand Master (measuring 5.5
c.m x 4.4 c.m x 1.0 c.m thick) is composed of the
emblem of his Office on a background of blue oval
medal surrounded by a wreath composed of a sprig
of acacia and an ear of corn (all in a locket form) .
iii) The Jewel of a Past Regional Grand
Master (measuring 5.5 c.m. x 4.4 c.m. x 1.0 c.m.
thick) is composed of the Jewel of the Regional
Grand Master's office without the five pointed star
on a background of blue oval medal in the form of
a locket and shall have the initials PRGM followed
by the initials of the concerned region on the rim of
the jewel.

Regional Grand
Officer's Jewel

198. The Jewel of the officers of a Regional
Grand Lodge are composed of an emblem
enclosed within a double circle on which the name
of the Region , without any ornament, is to be
embossed , the diameter or the jewel being 7.0 c.m.
The emblems are the same as those worn by the
Officers of the Grand Lodge except that of a
Regional Grand Master which is as described in
Rule 196, a Deputy Regional Grand Master and an
Assistant Regional Grand Master, which are
described below:
·
(a) Emblem for Jewel of a Deputy Regional
Grand Master: The square.
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(b) Emblem for Jewel of an Assistant
Regional Grand Master. The Square inverted ,
surmounted by a scroll bearing the word
"Assistant'" .
199. The Jewel of a Past Regional Grand Officer is
composed of the emblem of his office on a blue
background oval medal (in the form of a locket
measuring 5.5 c.m.x 4.4 c.m.x 1.0 c.m.) and with
the name of the Region embossed.

Past Regional Grand
Officer'sJewels

200. All the before-mentioned jewel shall be gold
or of metal gilt..

Jewels to be gold or of
metal gift

201. The Jewels of the officers and Past Masters
of daughter Lodge shall be as follows :

Daughter Lodge
Jewels

MASTER: The Square
PAST MASTER :The Square and the diagram of
the 47th proposition of the first book of Euclid
engraven on a silver plate pendant within it.
SENIOR WARDEN :The level JUNIOR WARDEN
:The plumb rule.
CHAPLAIN : A book within a triangle surrounding
the glory.
TREASURE : A key.
SECRETARY :Two pens saltirewise tied by a
ribbon .
DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES :Two rods
saltiewise tied by a ribbon.
DEACONS : Dove and Olive branch .
BEARERS OF V.S.L. : An open book laid on two
palm leaves saltirewise.
SWORD BEARER :Two swords saltirewise with a
ribbon across the centre.
ASST. D. OF C. :Two rods saltirewise surmounted
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by a bar in the centre bearing the word "Assistant".
ALMONER: A script purse upon which is a heart.
ORGANIST: A lyre.
ASST: SECRETARY : Two pens saltirewise
surmounted by a bar in the centre bearing the word
"Assistant".
INNER GUARD: Two swords saltirewise.
STEWARDS : A cornucopia between the legs of a
pair compasses extended.
TYLER : A sword .
They shall be in silver or metal electroplated or gilt.
Foundation Lodge
Jewels

202. The Foundation Lodge jewels may be worn
appended to a Collarette on all Masonic occassions
by the Master of each Lodge qualified as a
Foundation Lodge. The Master shall handover
Jewel to the successor in office on the night of
installation.
OPTIONAL JEWELS

Centenary Jewels
and Bicentenary Bars

203. Application for permission to wear a
Centenary Jewel shall be made by petition or
memorial to the Grand Master, in which memorial
or petition the necessary particulars as to the origin
and regular working of the Lodge are to be given,
as well as proof of its uninterrupted existence for
one hundred years since the date of its
consecration.
Application for permission to attach a Bi-Centenary
Bar to the ribbon of the Centenary Jewel be similarly
made with proof of two hundred years of
uninterrupted existence since the date of
consecration.
The Grand Master in his discretion may condone
genuine and bonafide break in the uninterrupted
period of existence, provided the total period of
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existence, after exculding the period of shortfall , is
one hundred years or two hundred years, as the
case may be.
When permission has been granted to a Lodge to
wear a Centenary Jewel (or Bi-Centenary Bar) the
privilege of wearing the Jewel (or Bi-Centenary Bar)
is restricted to subscribing members only.
The designs for a Centenary Jewel and a Bi
Centenary Bar have been approved by the Grand
Master. The fee for a warrant, authorizing the
qualified members of a Lodge to wear the Jewel
(or bar) as shall be prescribed from time to time by
the Board of General Purposes.
204. When the award is made by the Grand
Master to any Brother for meritorious services
rendered to the cause of Freemasonry in general
and the Grand Lodge of India in particular, the Jewel
may be worn appended to a collatette on all
Masionic occasions, and at Masonic Banquets. The
Award shall consist of a Jewel and Citation narrating
the meritorious services rendered to the cause of
Freemasonry in general and the Grand Lodge of
India in particular.

Grand Master's Order
of Service to Masonry

205. A Brother has the privilege of wearing a
Donor Jewel provided he will have personally
subscribed an amount not less than that prescribed
from time to time by the Board of General Purposes
at a time to any Fund of the Grand Lodge. Similarly,
the Master of a daughter Lodge may wear a Donor
Jewel at all meetings of the Lodge if the Lodge shall
have subscribed an amount not less than that
prescribed from time to time by the Board of
General Purposes at a time to any fund of the Grand
Lodge. The Master shall handover the Donor Jewel
to his successor in office on the night of installation.

Donor Jewels

A Brother who has the privilege of wearing the
Donor Jewel shall have the privilege of attaching a
Bar to the ribbon of the Donor Jewel for each
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additional personal subscription of an amount not
less than that prescribed from time to time by the
Board of General Purposes at a time to any fund of
the Grand Lodge made on or after the 7th January,
1978. Similarly, the Master of a daughter Lodge
who may wear a Donor Jewel at Lodge meeting
shall have the privilege of attaching a Bar to the
ribbon of the Donor Jewel for each additional
subscription of an amount not less than that
prescribed from time to time by the Board of
General Purposes at a time by the Lodge to any
fund of the Grand Lodge on or after 7th January,
1978.
The Board may from time to time prescribe when a
brother or Master of a Lodge shall become entitled
to wear a collaret instead of Donor's Jewel with
bars attached.
Founder's Jewel

205A. The Founder's Jewel may be worn by a
receipient at all masonic meetings.

Long Term Service
Jewel

206. Grand Lodge has approved the award of
Jewels for 25 years, 40 years, 50 years, 60 years
and 70 years of continuous membership of the
Craft.
Application for permission to wear Long Term
Service Jewel shall be made by petition on the form
prescribed for the purpose in which particulars of
proof of uninterrupted membership of the Craft for
a period of 25/40/50/60/70 years shall be furnished .
Such application can only be made in respect of a
brother who has been a subscribing member for
the requisite period either of a Daughter Lodge
under the Grand Lodge or a Lodge under a
recognized Grand Lodge and who at the time to
the application is a subscribing member of a
Daughter Lodge under the Grand Lodge. When
permission is granted to a Brother to wear a Long
Term Service Jewel it may be worn/appended to a
silk cord on all Masonic occasions.
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The Grand Master on the recommendation of the
R.G.M. may condone genuine and bonafide break
in the interrupted period of membership provided
the total period of membership is 25/40/50/60/70
after excluding the period of shortfall.

CHAINS AND COLLARS
207. In every case there shall be appended to
the chain or collar the jewel appropriate to the office
or rank to which such chain or collar related, and
no other.

Appropriate Jewels
must be appended to
Chain or Collar

208. In the Grand Lodge, and on all other
occasions the Grand Master, Past Grand Masters,
the Deputy Grand Master, the Assistant Grand
Master, the Grand Wardens and Regional Grand
Masters shall wear chains of gold or of metal gilt,
Past Deputy Grand Masters, Past Assistant Grand
Masters, Past Regional Grand Masters and Past
Grand Wardens may also wear chains of gold or
of metal gilt, as desired.

Grand Officer's Chain

209. The chains are composed of the initials of
Grand Lodge and stars fitted on to the ribbon with
· two ribbon bows on either shoulder.

Compoisition Chains

Grand Master and Past Masters : 11 Stars
Deputy and Assistant Grand Masters : 9 Stars Past
and Present
Regional Grand Masters & Grand Wardens: 7 stars
Past and Present.

210. Unless required to wear a chain as
prescribed by Rule 208, the Grand Officers shall
wear collars made with 8.0 c.m. wide ribbon of sky
blue colour in the centre and dark blue and green
colour stripes on either side; the dark blue facing
inside edged with gold lace 1.5 c.m. leaving the
ribbon stripes visible to 2.3 c.m. wide each with
richly gold embroidered sprig of acacia and an ear
of corn dark blue lined.
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GrandOfficer'sCollar

Past Grand Officers
Collars

211. In the Grand Lodge, and on all other
occasions a Past Grand Officer (other than those
permitted to wear chains under Rule 208) shall wear
an embroidered Collar.

Chains of Deputy and
Assistant Regional
Grand Masters

212.

i) Deputy Regional Grand Master's Chain:

The Chain of a Deputy Regional Grand Master shall
be in gold or gilt with the letters "D.R.G .M." in
monogram surrounded by a wreath in circular
shape, lined with the prescribed ribbon and two
ribbon bows fitted.
ii) Assistant Regional Grand Master's Chain:
The chain of an Assistant Regional Grand Master
shall be in gold or gilt with the letters "A.R.G.M. " in
monogram surrounded by a wreath in circular
shape, lined with the prescribed ribbon and two
ribbon bows fitted.

Regional Grand
Officers Collars

iii) In the case of any Regional Grand Officer
Present or Past, the collar shall be of dark blue,
sky blue, and green stripes 8.0 c.m.wide with
edging of lace, 1.5 c.m . wide gold button and braid
corresponding to the apron.
iv) Any Brother entitled to wear any of the
Collars described may wear the same when
attending the Grand Lodge or at his option may
wear the appropriate clothing of the office or rank
which he holds in the Lodge in right of which he is
so attending.
DAUGHTER LODGES

Collar at Officers of
Daughter Lodges

Collar of Past
Masters of Daughter
Lodge

213. The collars of Officers of a daughter Lodge
shall be of the colour chosen by it, the width of
ribbon being between 5.0 c.m. to 10 c.m. In all
cases where a chain of gold, gilt, silver or plated is
worn upon a collar, it shall be fastened over the
centre of such collar.
214. Past Master of daughter Lodges shall wear
collar of the colour and width of a ribbon adopted
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by the Lodge with braid of 0.7 c.m. wide in the
centre. The braid may be either silver or gold
whichever is adopted by the Lodge.
214A. It will be compulsory for every daughter
Lodge to have a banner displaying its name and
number with a suitable design in keeping with such
name, location etc. which depicts the spirit of
Freemasonry with reference to the name of the
Lodge, and to get it approved by the Grand Lodge
at the time of approval of the petition. Such banner
should invariably be displayed at the time of the
meeting of the Lodge, along with its warrant.
A miniature banner of standard size with the same
design should also be prepared simultaneously for
display in Regional Grand Lodge and Grand Lodge
meetings so that the Lodges may be ranged under
their respective bannners in such meetings.
The banner shall be formally dedicated in
accordance with the procedure separately
prescribed for the purpose at the time of the
consecration of the Lodge, However in cases where
the Lodges have already been consecrated , or the
banner is not ready on time due to unavoidable
reasons, the banner may be dedicated seperately.
APRONS
215. DAUGHTER LODGES

(i) Entered Apprentice: Of plain white lamb
skin 38 c.m. wide and 33 c.m. deep, rectangular in
shape and without any ornaments fitted, with white
strings and a flap .
(ii) Fellow Craft: As for Entered Apprentice
but with two rosettes of the colour adopted by the
Lodge, near the lower corners.
(iii) Master Mason : As for Fellow Craft but .
with an edging not more than 5 c.m . wide of the
colour adopted by the Lodge and an additional
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rosette on the flap, with the addition of a pair of
silver or gilt tassels of seven chains with the strings
of the colour adopted by the Lodge. If the flap is
triangular, it should be trimmed with 3.8 c.m. wide
ribbon of the colour adopted by the Lodge. In case
of a semi circular flap it may be trimmed with lace
and fringe, fitted with square and compassess and
letter 'G' in place of the third rosette. The lining shall
be of the colour adopted by the Lodge.
(iv)
Masters and Past Masters of
Lodges: As for Master Mason but in the place of
the rosettes, levels of gold, silver or of ribbon of
the same colour as the edging of the aporn. The
levels shall be 0.2 c.m. long, 3.8 c.m . tall and 1.4
c.m. broad.

Note: Office Bearers: (For Present Officers only)
As for Master Masons, may have an embroidered
badge of a double circle in which the name and
number of the Lodge is inserted and with the
emblem of the office in the centre. The embroidery
may be silver or gold.
216. REGIONAL GRAND LODGES
(i) Regional Grand Officers: (Present and
Past) of white lambskin, 40 c.m. wide, 35 c.m. deep
rectangular in shape, trimmed with tricoloured silk
ribbon 5.5 c.m. wide having the sky blue colour in
the centre and the dark blue and green colours on
either side, of 1.5 c.m. equal widths, having a
triangular flap edged with tricoloured silk ribbon 4.5
c.m. wide a dark blue, sky blue, green stripes 1.2
c.m. equal widths, the dark blue side of facing
inside. The flap and three sides shall be trimmed
with inner and outerborders of 1.5 c.m . wide gold
lace and with a light gold fringe 2.5 c .m. wide. In
the centre of the lambskin there shall be an
embroidered badge showing the name of the
Region within a double circle, in the centre the crest
of the Region. Gilt tassels of 7 chains shall be
suspended from the same coloured ribbons from
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under the flap on each side; if Masters, or Past
Masters with gilt levels fitted on the two bottom
corners and on the flap. The lining and belting shall
be in dark blue.
(ii) Regional Grand Master: As described
in(ii) under the heading "Grand Lodge"

217.

GRAND LODGE:

(i) Grand Officers, Present and Past
having the prefix of "W.Bro. and V.W.Bro. (No.
13 to 67 inclusive in the order of Ranks - Rule 5)
White Lambskin, 44 c.m. wide, 38 c.m. deep,
rectangular in shape, trimmed with tricoloured silk
ribbon 8 c.m. wide, having the sky blue colour in
the centre and the dark blue and green colours on
either side 2.3 c.m. wide, each, the dark blue facing
inside, the stripes showing an equal width of 2.3
c.m. each, the rest of the width of the ribbon being
overlapped by gold lace on either side 1.5 c.m. wide
having a triangular flap with an edging or tri-colour
ribbon 8 c.m . wide, and an inner and outer border
of gold lace 2.5 c.m. wide.
The flap and three sides shall be also trimmed with
a light gold fringe 2.5 c.m. wide . Gilt tassels of 7
chains shall be suspended from the same coloured
ribbons from the under flap on each side 3 gilt levels
shall be fitted on the flap and on the lower corners
of the apron; there shall be the Crest of the Grand
Lodge in the centre of the lambskin surrounded by
a wreath composed of sprig of acacia and an ear
of corn in gold embroidery. The belt and lining shall
be dark blue.
(ii) Grand Officers, Present and Past
having the prefix 'R.W.Bro.' (No. 3 to 12 inclusive
in the order of Rank - Rule 5.) As for Grand Officers
having "V.W ." and "W " prefixes but with the
pomegranate and lotus alternately in gold
embroidery on the edging ribbons.
Note: A Regional Grand Master's apron will contain
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the R.G .L. Crest in the centre of the lamb skin, the
name of the Region over the Crest in .Gold
embroidery.
(iii) Grand Masters (Present and Past)
As for Grand officers having the prefix 'R.W.' but
with the blazing sun embroidered in gold in the
centre on the edging the pomegranate and lotus
with seven eared wheat at each corner and also
on the flap, all in gold embroidery, the Crest of the
Grand Lodge in the centre on the flap in the place
of level.
218.

Deleted
GAUNTLETS

Gauntlets

219. The Grand Master, Past Grand Masters,
Deputy Grand Master, Assistant Grand Master and
Senior and Junior Grand Wardens may wear
tricolour gauntlets on which there may be the crest
of Grand Lodge in the centre surrounded by a
wreath composed of a sprig of acacia and an ear
of corn in gold embroidery at Grand Festival and
special occasions as may be directed by the Grand
Master. All Grand Officers active or past may wear
gauntlets (optional) when wearing chains. The
Regional Grand Masters, Past Regional Grand
Masters, Deputy Regional Grand Masters and
Assistant Regional Grand Masters may wear
gauntlets (optional) on which there may be the crest
of the Region in the centre surrounded by a wreath
composed of a sprig of acacia and an ear of corn
in gold embroidery.
In daughter Lodges, gauntlets of the appropriate
colour with silver embroidery may be worn by the
Master and the Wardens.
UNDRESS REGALIA

Undress Regalia

220. The following are the approved specifications
for Undress Regalia for Grand and Regional Grand
Officers.
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For Grand Officers:
Apron: Size 45 c.m. wide, 39 c.m. deep.

White lambskin edged with tri-coloured ribbon 9
c.m. wide on three sides and for flap , having the
Crest of Grand Lodge in the centre within a wreath
composed of a sprig of acacia and an ear of corn
embroidery in garter blue, fitted with garter blue
levels and a pair of gold tassels attached to
tricoloured ribbon 5 c.m . wide and lined in garter
blue.
Collar: Of tri-coloured ribbon 9 c.m. wide fitted with
gold button and gold cord and lined in garter blue.
For Regional Grand Officers:

Apron : Size 40 c.m. wide and 35 c.m. deep white
lambskin edged with 5 c.m. wide tricoloured ribbon
on three sides, flap with white lambskin edged with
3.5 c.m. tri-coloured ribbon, both ornamented with
gold cord, having the Crest of the Region in garter
blue in the centre within a double circle in which
the name of the Region is embroidered in garter
blue, fitted with two strings of 5 c.m . wide tricoloured ribbon with gold tassels and three garter
blue levels and lined in garter blue.
Collar: 8 c.m, wide with tri-coloured ribbon fully
edged with gold cord, fitted with gold button and
lined in garter blue.
PLATES

Plates of Order of Services to Masonry and Long
Term Plates Service Jewel Added.
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No.1
THE GRAND MASTER - The compasses
extended 45° with the segment of a circle
or "o.n" the points and a gold plate included on
which is to be represented an eye within a
triangle, both irradiated , PAST GRAND
MASTER A similar jewel, without the gold
plate.
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No.2
DEPUTY GRAND MASTER - The compasses and square
united with a five-pointed star in the centre.

No.3
ASSISTANT GRAND MASTER The compasses and square.
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No.4
SENIOR GRAND WARDEN
The level

NO. 5
JUNIOR GRAND WARDEN
The plumb rule.
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No.6
GRAND CHAPLAIN A book, within a triangle, surmounting a glory

No.7
GRAND TREASURER
Achased key
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No.8
GRAND REGISTRAR A scroll with seal appended.

No.9

DEPUTY GRAND REGISTRAR A scroll with seal appended , with the word "Deputy"
above the double circle
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No.10
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF GENERAL PURPOSES Arms and the crest of the Grand Lodge , with the motto below.

No.11
GRAND SECRETARY Two pens saltirewise tied by a ribbon .
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No.12
GRAND DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES Two rods saltirewise tied by a ribbon .

No.13
SENIOR GRAND DEACON Dove and olive branch with the word "Senior''
above double circle
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No.14
JUNIOR GRAND DEACON Dove and olive branch with the word
"Junior'' below the double circle

No.15
GRAND BEARERS OF V.S.L. An open book laid on two palm leaves saltirewise.
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No.16
GRAND SWORD BEARER Two swords saltirewise with a ribbon across the centre.

No.17
DEPUTY GRAND DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES Two rods saltirewise tied by a ribbon, with the word
"Deputy" above the circles.
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No.18
DEPUTY GRAND SWORD BEARER Two swords saltirewise with a ribbon across the centre and the
world "Deputy" above the circles.

No.19
GRAND SUPERINTENDENT OF WORKS A Semicircular protractor.
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No.20
ASSISTANT GRAND SECRETARY Two pens saltirewise tied by a ribbon , with the word "Assistant"
below the circles.

No.21
ASSISTANT GRAND DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES Two rods saltirewise tied by a ribbon , with the word "Assistant"
below the circles.
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No.22
ASSISTANT GRAND SWORD BEARER Two swords saltirewise with a ribbon across the centre and
the word "Assistant" below the circles.

No.23
GRAND STANDARD BEARER Two staves saltirewise tied by a ribbon flowing from the
dexter a standard of the sinister a standard of the crest of the
Grand Lodge
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No.24
ASSISTANT GRAND STANDARD BEARER Two staves saltirewise tied by a ribbon , flowing from the dexter
a standard of the arms of Grand Lodge, and from the sinister a
standard of the crest of the Grand Lodge with the word
"Assistant" below the circles.

No.25
GRAND ORGANIST A Lyre .
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No.26
GRAND MARSHAL A batton and a sword saltirewise tied by a ribbon

No.27

GRAND INNER GUARD Arms of the Grand Lodge surmounting a sword and a rod
saltirewise.
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No.28
ASSISTANT GRAND INNER GUARD Arms of the Grand Lodge surmounting a sword and rod
saltirewise with the word "Assistant" below the circles.

No.29
GRAND STEWARD A cornucopia between the legs of a pair of compasses
extended upon an irradiated gold plate within a double circle
on which is engraved 'The Grand Lodge of Antient Free
and Accepted Masons of India
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No.30
PRESIDENT OF GRAND STEWARDS A cornucopia between the legs of a pair of compasses extended
upon an irradiated gold plate within a double circle, on which is
engraved "The Grand Lodge of Antient Free and Accepted Masons
of India" with the word "President" above the double circle.

No.31
VICE PRESIDENT OF GRAND STEWARDS A cornucopia between the legs of a pair of compasses extended
upon an irradiated gold plate within a double circle, on which is
engraved "The Grand Lodge of Antient Free and Accepted Masons
of India" with the word "Vice-President" below the double circle.
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No.32
GRAND TYLER •
A sword within a double circle on which is embossed
"The Grand Lodge of India" and "Grand Tyler''

No.33
PAST GRAND OFFICER •
Emblem varying with office.
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No.34
SECTION OF THE CHAIN OF THE GRAND MASTER Grand Officers are of the same pattern, the number of the
stars designating the rank, thus the GRAND MASTER and
Past Grand Masters have 11 stars, the Deputy Grand Master
and Assistant Grand Masters 9, and Regional Grand Masters
and grand Wardens 7
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No.35
Embroidered Collar of a Grand Officer

No.36
Undress Collar of a Grand Officer
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No.37
REGIONAL GRAND MASTER The compasses and square with the five pointed star within a
double circle having the name of the Region embossed upon the
upper part of the circle

No.38
DEPUTY REGIONAL GRAND MASTER The square .
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No.39
ASSISTANT REGIONAL GRAND MASTER The square inverted surmounted by a bar bearing the word
"Assistant"

No.40
REGIONAL GRAND OFFICER Emblem varying with office.
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No. 41

CHAIN - R.G.L. Officer

No. 42

CHAIN - R.G.L. Officer
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No.43
COLLAR OF REGIONAL GRAND OFFICER Full dress

No.44
COLLAR OF REGIONAL GRAND LODGE OFFICER Undress
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No.45
MASTER OF LODGE The square

No.46
PAST MASTER The square and the diagram of the 47th preposition 1st Book of
Euclid engraven on silver plate, pendant within it..
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No. 47

No. 49

SENIOR WARDEN - The level

CHAPLAIN - A book within
a triangle surmounting the
glory.

'·

No.48
No.SO
JUNIOR WARDEN-The plumb rule
TREASURER-A key.
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No. 51

No.53

SECRETARY - Two pens
saltirewise tied by a ribbon.

DEACONS - Dove and olive
branch.

.....

------.

~

.----.....

No. 52·

No.54

DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIESTwo rods saltirewise tied by a
ribbon.

BEARER OF V.S.L.-An open
book laid on two palm leaves
saltirewise.
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No.55

No. 57

SWORD BEARER • Two
swords saltirewlse with a ribbon across the centre.

ALMONER - A scrip-purse
upon which is a heart.

No. 56
No.58

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
CEREMONIES • Two rods
saltirewlse surmounted by a
bar In the centre bearing the
word "Assistant".

ORGANIST • A lyre.
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No.59
ASSISTANT SECRETARY Two pens saltirewise surmounted by a bar in the centre
bearing the word "Assistant"

No.60
INNER GUARD Two sword saltirewise.
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No.61
STEWARDA Cornucopia between the legs of a pair of compasses extended .

No.62
TYLERAsword
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No.63

No. 65

CENTENARY JEWEL

Jewel-Past R.G. Officer.

(upside down
Aosale 180°)

No.64
Bl-CENTENARY BAR - To be worn on the
ribbon of the Centenary jewel.
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No.66
Undress Apron Grand Officer

No.67
Full dress Apron Grand Officers having prefix of W.Bro. & "V.W.Bro."
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No.68

Full dress Apron Grand Officers having prefix of "R.W.Bro. "
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No.69
Undress Apron R.G.L. Officer
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No.70
Undress Apron R.G.L. Officer
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No.72A
LONG TERM SERVICE
JEWEL FRONT SIDE

AWARDED
TO

No.71

No.72 B

GRAND MASTER ORDER
OF SERVICE

LONG TERM SERVICE
JEWEL BACK SIDE
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Notes
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